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Abstract
This research presents a novel approach to remove per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) from aqueous film-forming foam (AFFF) impacted wastewater with high (~100
mg/L) total organic carbon (TOC) concentrations. A treatment-train process was
investigated involving an ultraviolet (UV)/hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) advanced oxidation
process (AOP) followed by filtration using Calgon Filtrasorb® 600 (F600) granular
activated carbon (GAC). UV/H2O2 AOP experiments were conducted to determine
whether TOC concentrations could be reduced as a pre-treatment step before filtering the
water with F600-GAC. Results showed using UV/H2O2 AOP reduced TOC in solution by
> 98% (< 2 mg/L down from 99.1 mg/L). Reducing TOC concentrations was achieved by
using a 250 mg/L H2O2 concentration and operating the UV/H2O2 AOP system for 8-hours.
Rapid small-scale column tests (RSSCT) were used to determine whether pre-treatment
with AOP affects GAC adsorption capacity for PFAS, specifically perfluorooctane sulfonic
acid (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA). The UV/H2O2 AOP pre-treatment
process increased GAC capacity through 10% breakthrough (BV10) for PFOS by 1800%
(increasing the adsorbent’s solid phase concentration from 3 mg-PFOS/g-GAC without pretreatment up to > 52 mg-PFOS/g-GAC with pre-treatment). The pre-treatment process also
improved GAC capacity through BV10 for PFOA by 1100% (1.1 mg-PFOA/g-GAC up from
0.1 mg-PFOA/g-GAC) when operating the UV/H2O2 AOP for 8-hours versus two-hours.
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REMOVAL OF PERFLUORINATED COMPOUNDS FROM POSTEMERGENCY WASTEWATER BY ADVANCED OXIDATION PROCESS AND
GRANULAR ACTIVATED CARBON ADSORPTION

Chapter 1. Introduction
General Issue
An incident aboard the United States Navy’s USS Forrestal in 1967 highlighted the
need to revise fire-fighting procedures and field an improved firefighting foam to fight
hydrocarbon-based fires. As a response to the incident, the Department of Defense (DoD)
fielded their Military Specification (MilSpec) version of aqueous film forming foam
(AFFF) that was developed earlier by 3M in 1963 (Sheinson et al., 2015). AFFF use at sea,
military training sites, and real-world accident sites has been successful because AFFF
contains perfluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS), which are made up of CF bonds, the
strongest covalent bond (O’Hagan, 2008). The CF bond makes PFAS thermally inert, and
PFAS has hydrophobic and oleophobic tendencies, making PFAS highly enduring,
nonvolatile, water soluble, and persistent in the environment (Kucharzyk, Darlington,
Benotti, Deeb, & Hawley, 2017; Zhao et al., 2016). PFAS have been shown to have some
toxicity impact in laboratory animal testingleading to concerns regarding human and
environmental exposures (Anderson et al., 2016).
Legacy MilSpec AFFF consists of long-chain PFAS (SERDP, 2015). In 2001,
3Ma maker of the Air Force’s AFFFeliminated long-chain PFCs from their
formulation, and new AFFF has been in production. However, the DoD still has operational
systems and inventories exceeding 520,000 gallons of fluorinated AFFF (Schneider, 2016;
SERDP, 2015). The two PFAS receiving the most attentionperfluorooctanoic acid
1

(PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS)have degradation half-lives of 92 and
41 years, respectively (EPA, 2012a), suggesting they will be present where released for
decades. Decades-long use of long-chain AFFF poses the potential to contaminate surface
and groundwater drinking systems (Cooper et al., 2016).
A 20132015 study found 6 million Unites States residents drinking water supplies
exceeded the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) health advisory
limit (Hu et al., 2016). The EPA’s Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Rule (UCMR) 3
now includes PFOA and PFOS , requiring community water systems to sample for these
two chemicals, as well as four other PFAS chemicals (EPA, 2012b). The number of
community drinking water systems found to be contaminated with PFAS is sure to grow
over the next few years as awareness and testing requirements increase.
Human blood studies conducted in years 19992000 and 20032004 showed PFAS
present in 95100% of people studied (U.S. DHHS, 2015). In May 2016, the EPA lowered
their lifetime PFAS drinking water advisory limits from 400 and 200 parts per trillion (ppt)
for PFOA and PFOS, respectively, to 70 ppt (ng/L) for the sum of PFOA and PFOS. This
lower limit was based on the best available peer-reviewed studies indicating that exposure
to PFOA and PFOS over certain levels may result in adverse health effects, including
developmental effects to fetuses during pregnancy or to breastfed infants (e.g., low birth
weight, accelerated puberty, skeletal variations), cancer (e.g., testicular, kidney), liver
effects (e.g., tissue damage), immune effects (e.g., antibody production and immunity),
thyroid effects, and other effects (e.g., cholesterol changes) (EPA, 2016b). This new limit
compelled Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio to shut down two of their groundwater
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wells in 2016; the two wells had confirmed levels of PFOS as high as 110 ppt (88th Air
Base Wing Public Affairs, 2016).
PFAS contamination is not limited to DoD sources. Residents drinking water
sources in Belmont, MI tested for combined PFOA and PFOS levels as high as 37,800 ppt
(Ellison, 2017). Ellison reports a local tannery facilitywhich used PFAS chemicals for
waterproofing leatherdumped their industrial waste at a landfill adjacent to the resident’s
property and is suspected to be the source of PFAS contamination. Other products
containing PFAS, primarily for their water and oil/.grease-proofing abilities, include:
industrial products such as nonstick, stain-resistant, food contact materials; fast-food
wrappers; French fry paperboards; and outdoor apparel (Schaider et al., 2017).
Statement of the Problem
PFAS have been found worldwide in surface waters and groundwater aquifers
(Zhang et al., 2016). Research has shown granular activated carbon (GAC), acting as a
sorbent, works to purify and remove PFAS from drinking water (Zhang et al., 2016). There
is a body of research showing how certain types of GAC work more efficiently than others
at removing target contaminants. Bench-top flow through research using rapid small-scale
column tests (RSSCT) has shown Calgon Filtrasorb ® 600 (F600) GAC is more efficient
at removing PFAS over some other GAC types (Schmidt, 2017).
Schmidt’s research also shows a 30-fold increase in total organic carbon (TOC)
concentration with the introduction of AFFF, due to surfactants and other ingredients
containing in AFFF besides PFAS. Elevated TOC concentrations can compete with
contaminants of concern for sorption sites and / or block pores within the GAC, thereby

3

reducing the overall GAC capacity for target organics. In Schmidt’s research, source water
with a starting TOC concentration of 3.3 mg/L ended up with 99.1 mg/L TOC after adding
0.625 mL 3M FC-203CF Light Water™ AFFF per liter of water, targeting a PFOS
concentration of approximately 5.75 mg/L. The increase in TOC resulted in fouling and
reduced capacity of the GAC. Based on this result, further research is warranted to
determine if the removal capacity of F600 GAC may be improved if TOC concentrations
are reduced first. For instance, research has shown the removal of PFAS by GAC is more
effective when the dissolved organic matter (DOM) concentration is low (Appleman,
Dickenson, Bellona, & Higgins, 2013a). Because DOM content is correlated with TOC
content, a pretreatment step that removes TOC is expected to increase GAC capacity by
reducing the GAC fouling.
Advanced oxidation process (AOP) is one method shown to be effective in reducing
TOC concentrations. However, to date, no studies have been conducted using AOP as
initial treatment of AFFF contaminated water followed by further treatment with GAC.
Research has shown that ultraviolet (UV)/hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) AOP treatment can
achieve > 60% TOC removal from natural waters when operated under optimal conditions
(TOC=4.2 mg/L, pH=8.15, H2O2=100 mg/L, t=22.4 min) (Rezaee et al., 2014). The
UV/H2O2 AOP system creates hydroxyl radicals (OH) which are extremely reactive and
degrade organic compounds in solution. These OH are formed when the photons from the
UV source interact with the H2O2, splitting the H2O2 into two OH. Independent variables
such as H2O2 concentration, pH, and contact time are all found to affect TOC removal
efficiency (Rezaee et al., 2014). However, the Rezaee et al. model limits initial TOC
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concentration to 10 mg/L, so reducing larger TOC concentrations still need to be addressed
in research.
UV/H2O2 AOP has shown negligible degradation of PFOA (Phillips, Magnuson,
James, & Benotti, 2016). PFOS degradation fairs better, with up to 50% removal when
using AOP (Riberio et al., 2015; Cummings et al., 2015), but generally, the fluorine bonds
in PFAS resist oxidation. Therefore, oxidation alone is not an effective removal treatment
for PFAS (Appleman et al., 2014), especially for PFOA and PFOS. These results suggest
that a treatment train process, combining an initial UV/H2O2 AOP to remove TOC with
subsequent PFAS adsorption by GAC, is a viable treatment process.
Methodology
AFFF contains PFAS and other co-contaminants. Research regarding how to
effectively treat PFAS is focused largely on PFOA and PFOS. A treatment train, which
involves an AOP followed by filtration through GAC has been proposed. The specific AOP
process used will be UV combined with H2O2. This AOP type has been shown to reduce
TOC in natural waters by as much as 62% (Rezaee et al., 2014). GAC adsorbent design
needs to take into account the type of adsorbent, empty bed contact time (EBCT), and series
or parallel adsorber arrangement (Jarvie et al., 2005). One method to analyze the
performance of GAC adsorbent is to use rapid small-scale column tests (RSSCT). This
method requires selection of the right design approach between partial diffusivity (PD) or
constant diffusivity (CD). Research has shown PD may work better for dissolved organic
material while CD may work better for specific organic contaminants (Kempisty, 2014).
Treated GAC effluent will be analyzed by a modified EPA Method 537 using Ultra-High
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Performance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC)Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS-MS), or
more commonly referred to as LC/MS-MS.
Research Objectives and Hypotheses, and Scope
Objectives and Hypotheses
The first research objective is to determine whether UV/H2O2 AOP reduces TOC in AFFF
contaminated groundwater. The supporting tasks are:


Determine a H2O2 concentration that will reduce the TOC concentration in
solution



Determine a combination of H2O2 concentration and UV contact time that will
further reduce the TOC concentration in solution

Hypothesis #1 is the UV/H2O2 AOP will reduce TOC concentrations in AFFF impacted
water by ≥ 60%. Prior research using a UV/H2O2 AOP system has shown > 60% TOC
reduction in solutions with natural waters spiked with very low concentrations of PFAS (1
µg/L) (Rezaee et al., 2014). While Rezaee et al. only studied low concentrations of PFAS
in natural waters with < 10 mg/L initial TOC, UV contact times were limited to 30 minutes
or less. This research started with an initial UV contact time of two hours based on the
operating parameters of the UV/H2O2 AOP system used by Phillips et al. (2016).
Additionally, Rezaee et al. H2O2 concentrations were ≤ 180 mg/L. This research will
increase H2O2 concentrations to produce a sufficient amount of OH to degrade the higher
concentration of TOC.

Hypothesis #2 is the UV/H2O2 AOP will not independently degrade PFOA or PFOS
concentrations in AFFF impacted groundwater below their health advisory limit (< 70 ppt).
6

Prior research using a UV/H2O2 AOP system has shown up to 50% reduction in PFOS
concentrations (Riberio et al., 2015; Cummings et al., 2015) and negligible degradation of
PFOA (Phillips et al., 2016).

The second research objective is to determine whether pretreatment with AOP affects
PFAS GAC adsorption capacity. The supporting tasks are:


Make a comparison of the GAC capacity between the treatment train method
(AOP followed by GAC) to treatment by GAC alone



Make a comparison of the GAC capacities between the different treatment train
tests conducted during this research under varied parameters

Hypothesis #3 is AOP pretreated water will increase the PFAS GAC capacity by ≥ 60%. If
the reduction of the TOC concentration is achieved ≥ 60% as stated in hypothesis #1, it is
thought the available adsorption sites on the surface of the GAC will increase, thus
increasing the PFAS GAC capacity by ≥ 60%.

Scope
The scope of this research is limited to evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed
treatment train to remove PFAS from a groundwater source impacted with AFFF. The
effectiveness to remove PFOA and PFOS will be specifically discussed, but an overarching
conclusion on other PFAS is also included. The treatment train is constrained to an initial
step using a UV/H2O2 AOP system followed by the final step, filtering the water through
GAC. The variables for the UV/H2O2 AOP system will be bound to UV contact time and
H2O2 concentrations, while the GAC type will be limited to F600.

7

Summary
This chapter addressed the history of AFFF used in military and civilian
communities to fight hydrocarbon fires. Chapter One provided the reader with the
knowledge base to relate PFAS ground and surface water contamination to AFFF, from
past use at training and real-world aviation crash sites. The use of PFAS in commercial,
retail, and packaging products was also discussed to illustrate their broad use worldwide.
PFAS toxicity data suggests potential health concerns to humans, and, thus, it is essential
to seek economic and efficient removal methods to protect human health. Additionally, the
researcher laid out two research objectives and associated hypotheses which were
investigated. Finally, this thesis is written in the traditional format, and Chapter Two will
present the current literature on advanced oxidation, other treatment methods, and ongoing
research in the relevant treatment methods associated with PFAS.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

The body of research discussed in this chapter focuses primarily on PFAS. PFAS
are a subclass of chemically-manufactured perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) used
throughout industry as surfactants, which would otherwise not be present in the
environment on their own (U.S. DHHS, 2015). PFAS may be further broken down and
discussed as PFOA and PFOS; both are fluorinated organic compounds, and historically
made up the two largest manufactured perfluorinated chemicals in the United States (U.S.
DHHS, 2015). A twenty plus year pursuit of knowledge on the potential health effects has
prompted action by companies and government to limit or suspend production of PFAS
containing products (Butenhoff, Olsen, & Pfahles-Hutchens, 2006; EPA, 2006). These
actions are shown to have continuously reduced PFAS levels in human blood samples.
Average PFOS concentrations in blood for years 20002001, 2006, 2010 and 2015 were
35.1, 14.5, 8.4, and 4.3 ng/mL, respectively. Similarly, average PFOA concentrations in
blood were 4.7, 3.4, 2.4, and 1.1 ng/mL, respectively (Olsen et al., 2017).
PFAS receive significant attention due to their potential health effects (Buck et al.,
2011). The United States EPA has described PFOA as a likely human carcinogen. Studies
show PFAS can be passed from pregnant women to the fetus (EPA, 2016a). Once the
chemicals enter the body, PFOA and PFOS have an estimated half-life elimination time of
3.8 years and 5.4 years, respectively (U.S. DHHS, 2015). The known (and potentially
unknown) health effects are a reason for concern because they are abundantly present as
surfactants in everyday products.

9

Surfactants reduce the surface tension or interfacial tension between two liquids, or
between a solid and a liquid (Buck et al., 2011). Also, the alkyl tails of PFCs make them
hydrophobic and oleophobic (de Vos et al., 2008). These attributes make PFAS great
chemical to add to many commercial products such as cardboard packaging, carpets,
leather products, and textiles that enhance water, grease, and soil repellency (Hekster,
Laane, & de Voogt, 2003). The Department of Defense’s (DoD) main contributor to
potential groundwater contamination is through use of AFFF.
The exact AFFF the DoD used historically (and is still phasing out in some
locations) is known as 3M FC-203CF Light Water ™. 3M Light Water ™ is 70% water,
20% glycol butyl ether, and 10% various species of fluoroalkyl and sulfate substances
(Moody, Hebert, Strauss, & Field, 2003). Moody et al. showed 1% of the total AFFF
composition were PFAS. AFFF contains PFAS in its chemical formula because it is an
effective surfactant on hydrocarbons. AFFF covers hydrocarbon fires rapidly and reduces
the surface tension between liquid hydrocarbon and AFFF (Sheinson et al., 2015). AFFF
blocks the hydrocarbon’s ability to receive oxygen, thus reducing the potential for the
hydrocarbon to burn, or eliminating an already-burning fire.
From 19702002, the historical long-chain AFFF had been acquired and used by
the military in ships, shore fixed systems, and aircraft hangars (SERDP, 2015). AFFF
systems were used on a frequent basis to combat fires caused by real-world aviation crashes
and control fires at designated military fire training sites. Civilian counterparts recognized
the use and effectiveness of perfluorinated AFFF within the DoD by the United States Navy
and the United States Air Force. Perfluorinated AFFF soon became the standard
firefighting foam for facilities with large storage quantities of hydrocarbon fuels.
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In 2002, the EPA used the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Significant New
Use Rule to essentially phase out the production and use of long-chain PFOS in any
manufactured products (SERDP, 2015). This sparked AFFF manufacturers to commit to a
95% reduction of PFOA and PFOS additives in their foam products by 2010 (SERDP,
2015). In 2016 the Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC) announced a contract was
awarded to replace 418,000 gallons of the historical AFFF with a new variant, Phos-Chek 3
(AFCEC, 2016). The new Phos-Chek 3 is PFOS-free, but still contains trace amounts of
PFOA. While the DoD is moving in the direction to eliminate the old-formula AFFF from
their inventory and replace it with short-chain AFFF, there is concern regarding the extent
of contamination to groundwater sources caused by historical and future releases.
PFAS Presence in the Environment
At the end of 2014, there were 290 documented military fire training facilities,
which included a potential of 664 individual AFFF release locations (DoD, 2015; Hu et al.,
2016). Due to the use of AFFF in this capacity for decades, some Air Force installations
now have PFAS concentrations in their groundwater at levels exceeding the EPA’s
Lifetime Health Advisory Levels. As an example, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
(WPAFB) near Dayton, Ohio, and Peterson Air Force Base near Colorado Springs,
Colorado, are actively coordinating treatment and monitoring operations to reduce drinking
water PFAS concentrations from their drinking water sources to below the EPA’s advisory
levels (Barber, 2017; Roeder & Rodgers, 2017). In April 2017, WPAFB added six 20,000lb Calgon Filtrasorb GAC beds to treat their two contaminated drinking water wells
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(Barber, 2017). The long-term effectiveness and cost of the WPAFB GAC treatment
system are to be determined.
Any installation’s drinking water source is an important resource for military
operations. Many military installations produce, treat, and distribute 100% of their own
drinking water supply. In some cases, even when this number is not 100%, the installation’s
water is blended with another source. An installation’s water supply is not only used for
day-to-day military operations but may also be used at home by the service member in their
child’s baby formula, who is residing in on-site residential housing. Therefore, the safety
of this drinking water is paramount, and an essential source to protect.
The human adult body is 5060% water, and around 75% water for babies (Theis
& Tomkin, 2012). Water makes up a significant percentage of our brain, approximately
85%, blood and kidneys 83%, muscles 76%, and our bones 22% (Theis & Tomkin, 2012).
Only 2.5% of Earth’s water is freshwater, of which approximately 32% is ground and
surface water (Theis & Tomkin, 2012). Therefore, Earth’s water that is available for
consumption by humans is equal to less than 1%. In the United States, groundwater
provides 98% of rural homeowners their primary water source (Theis & Tomkin, 2012).
Due to their ionic nature, PFAS have very low volatility and, thus, are stable and
mobile in soil and leach into groundwater. A study conducted at contaminated sites in the
United States has shown subsurface PFAS soil concentrations increase with depth,
suggesting risk to groundwater aquifers (Xiao, Simcik, Halbach, & Gulliver, 2015). The
Xiao et al. study also revealed insignificant degradation of PFOA and PFOS concentrations
in the soil after five years. While AFFF manufacturers meet the requirement for their
product to be deemed readily degradable, it is likely the fluorinated components are not a
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major source of the degradable percentage (Bourgeois, Bergendahl, & Rangwala, 2015).
Bourgeois et al. tested three different manufacturers’ AFFF formulas and showed 7796%
biodegradability, but defluorination of the foam was 12 times less than the expected
amount. Bourgeois et al. concluded this result was due to incomplete carbon-fluorine bond
breakage, leading to poor degradation of the fluorinated organics.
Another study suggests PFCs that do not fully degrade ultimately may create
‘hotspots’ which allow PFC contamination to cycle through the environment (Bräunig et
al., 2017). The Bräunig et al. study focused on a rural city in Australiawhere residents
were shown to pull PFC contaminated groundwater to the surface for irrigating their crops
and feed, and provide drinking water for their livestock. The process of pulling the
contaminated water and spreading it across a field essentially creates secondary
contamination, or ‘hotspots’. As livestock feeds on the grass, and residents routinely
consume the livestock, the contamination cycles in their local environment.
Another source where PFAS contamination may create secondary release points is
landfills. Landfills which are properly engineered control leachate, and prevent it from
entering groundwater supplies (Hamid, Li, & Grace, 2018). However, even the most
sufficiently designed and operated landfills tend to leak to some degree. In 2013, it was
estimated between 563 and 638 kg of PFAS migrated into wastewater treatment plants
(Lang, Allred, Field, Levis, & Barlaz, 2017). Effluent wastewater treatment plants
discharging water into the San Fransico Bay have shown a decrease in longer chain PFAS
concentrations like PFOA and PFOS, and an increase in shorter chain PFASs over recent
years (Houtz, Sutton, Park, & Sedlak, 2016; Klosterhaus, Yee, Sedlak, & Sutton, 2013).
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Studies of PFAS fate have also indicated long-range transport is possible, because
they have been detected in environmental media in many parts of the world, where they
are otherwise not expected, including oceans and the Arctic (U.S. DHHS, 2015). Once
released into the ocean, wildlife is susceptible to uptake these chemicalssuch as polar
bears from East Greenland that have confirmed PFOS contamination in their liver and
blood samples (Greaves & Letcher, 2013). Conventional technologies used to treat organic
contaminants in groundwater have proven ineffective or inefficient, which makes it
challenging to treat PFAS once it is released to the environment (Schaefer, Andaya,
Urtiaga, McKenzie, & Higgins, 2015).
Treatment Methods
Research has shown treatment methods exist to remove PFAS from drinking
waters. Technologies such as adsorption by granular activated carbon (GAC), anion
exchange, oxidation or advanced oxidation, and reverse osmosis (RO) have demonstrated
removal of PFAS, to varying degrees, under operational conditions (Appleman, 2012).
GAC is the most cost-effective to operate, and therefore, is the most common treatment for
long-chain perfluorinated compounds, achieving greater than 90% removal (Cummings et
al., 2015). One operational system installed in Oakdale, Minnesota in 2006 utilized 10
GAC filters with a total of 100,000 lbs. of GAC. The replacement cost of Oakdale’s
treatment plant GAC is approximately $0.12 per 1000 treated gallons, or approximately
$120,000 annually (MDH, 2010). Full-scale systems, like the one in Oakdale, show why it
is important to know which specific type of treatment system will be the most efficient.
The proposed research aims to fill a portion of the data gap.
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Appleman’s (2012) research compared GAC capacities for Calgon Filtrasorb® 300
(F300) and Calgon Filtrasorb® 600 (F600). Appleman tested the coal-based F300 and F600
GAC in PFAS spiked deionized (DI) water and PFAS spiked artificial groundwater
(AGW). The AGW had a dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content of 1.7 mg/L. PFAS
samples were each spiked to reach concentrations of 1 µg/L. Appleman’s research showed
greater GAC capacities were achieved treating PFAS-spiked (DI) water. Results for the DI
water showed less than 20% breakthrough occurred through 125,000 bed-volumes (BVs).
However, adsorption capacities were significantly impacted in AGW water
containing dissolved organic matter (DOM). Results for the AFW water showed greater
than 20% breakthrough occurred for all PFAS tested through only 10,000 BVs. Full
breakthrough for PFOA occurred in AFW water in only 11,000 BVs. Appleman concluded
DOM competes with PFAS for adsorption sites on the surface of granular activated carbon
Natural waters, such as surface and groundwater, will have higher concentrations of DOM
in their matrix. DOM must be accounted for when modeling the full-scale conditions at
drinking water or wastewater facilities. Removal of PFAS by GAC is more effective when
the DOM concentration is low (Appleman et al., 2013a).
Another researcher showed how different types of GAC performed differently in
natural waters when conducting batch tests (Schmidt, 2017). Schmidt’s results showed
Calgon ® 600 (F600) and Ziltek Rembind Plus™ performed better than Calgon’s OLC
Plus and DSR-A (Schmidt, 2017). Evidence in prior research indicates the capacity for
GAC to adsorb target contaminants can be impaired by significant TOC concentrations in
the water matrix. One theory is the TOC and PFAS compounds may be competing for the
same adsorption sites on the surface of the GAC. A decrease in PFAS removal rates with
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increasing natural organic material (NOM) has been seen in other research that concluded
the reduction was due to competitive adsorption (Bao et al., 2014). Background TOC levels
of the source water used in Schmidt’s researched showed, on average, 3 mg/L were present.
However, as previously stated, after addition of 0.625 mL 3M FC-203CF Light Water™
AFFF per liter of water to target a PFOS concentration of approximately 5.75 mg/L, the
TOC jumped to 99 mg/L (Schmidt, 2017).
AFFF contains 57 classes of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (Barzen-Hanson
et al., 2017). These substances react with the groundwater to form high levels of TOC,
which need to be addressed. Contaminated water contained on the surface during an
incident, where AFFF was utilized, will likely have magnitudes larger PFAS
concentrations than those measured in groundwater. Pretreating the water to reduce TOC
levels has been recommended as an area of further research (Schmidt, 2017). An exhaustive
literature review of other treatment methods has been conducted, and no reports of pretreating AFFF contaminated waters were found.
PFAS removal using anion exchange is another treatment option. A study using
three different types of strong anion exchange Purolite® resins, A520E, A600E, and
A532E, showed the more efficient removal of short chains (C < 8) over GAC (Zaggia,
Conte, Falletti, Fant, & Chiorboli, 2016). However, PFOA and PFOS are long chain PFAS
and still better suited to be removed by GAC. Zaggia et al. showed removal capacity
between GAC and A532E were comparable. However, A532E requires harsh chemicals,
such as methanol or ethanol and 1% NH4Cl solutions for regeneration and thus was not
considered regenerable. Further, the removal capacity for A520E and A600E resins were
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significantly reduced after only three cycles of regeneration (Zaggia et al., 2016), making
them unsuitable for use in a full-scale treatment plant.
Reverse osmosis is also an effective type of treatment option but is very costly. One
report stated the approximate cost would range between $2.65 to $3.80 per thousand
gallons of treated water (Cummings et al., 2015). One study showed RO removed 90% of
PFOS, while another showed greater than 99% removal of PFOS and PFOA from drinking
water (Flores, Ventura, Martin-Alonso, & Caixach, 2013; Tang, Fu, Criddle, & Leckie,
2007). However, RO systems generate 525% brine water, which needs to be disposed of,
and factors into the overall cost of operating the system (Cummings et al., 2015). Other
notable research efforts include treatment by electrochemical, coagulation, and sonication
methods.
As an example, for electrochemical treatment, one research group studied a
nanocrystalline boron-doped diamond (BDD) anode in batch experiments with chloride
and tert-butyl alcohol (Schaefer et al., 2017). Schaefer et al. tested lower (0.3 and 0.6 mg/L
PFOA and PFOS, respectively) and higher (15 and 10 mg/L PFOA and PFOS, respectively)
concentrations in natural groundwater and electrolyte solutions. Schaefer et al. (2017)
results indicated oxidation of PFOA and PFOS takes place at the BDD anode surface, rather
than in solution. Oxidation only at the surface of the BDD anode led to < 20%
defluorination of both PFOA and PFOS concentrations. Another electrochemical
experiment used mixed metal oxide (MMO) anodes and found 98%-PFOS and 58%-PFOA
defluorination in synthetic groundwater (Schaefer et al., 2015). However, Schaefer et al.
(2015) also treated natural impacted AFFF groundwater with the electrochemical MMO
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method, and the results did not provide any conclusive findings regarding PFOS and PFOA
defluorination.
Coagulation treatment with alum on the order of 50 mg/L has achieved PFOA and
PFOS removal efficiencies of 12% and 32%, respectively, under normal pH conditions
(Bao et al., 2014). Bao et al. found under even higher acidic conditions, pH 4, PFOA and
PFOS removal efficiencies increased to 47.6% and 94.7%, respectively. Another
researcher found PFOA and PFOS removal efficiencies were ≤ 20% using an alum dosage
between 1060 mg/L and typical pH (6.58.0), but achieved similar results to
Bao et al. with > 60 mg/L coagulant and lower pH (4.56.5) (Xiao, Simcik, & Gulliver,
2013). Bao et al. further improved removal to > 90% when accompanying coagulation with
powdered activated carbon. However, maintaining the acidic conditions necessary to reach
such removal efficiencies is unpractical within a continuous flow treatment plant.
Sonochemistry is another treatment option shown to have effective results. One
such sonochemical studycombination of ultrasound and periodatewas shown to
decompose 96.5% of PFOA with a defluorination efficiency of 95.7% after two hours of
ultrasound (Lee, Chen, Huang, Kuo, & Lo, 2016). Another researcher using the
sonochemical approach with sulfate and ultrasound was able to achieve 99% PFOA
reduction after 90 minutes of treatment (Lin, Lo, Hu, Lee, & Kuo, 2015). Researchers from
AFCEC partnered with the University of Arizona and were able to pair ultrasonic sound
waves successfully with megasonic sound waves to destroy PFCs in a 2.5-gallon container
of AFFF (Schneider, 2016). Schneider says the group seeks to improve their success by
next testing a 21-gallon sample, with the goal of ultimately being able to treat 2,100 gallons
at a time. However, currently, a full-scale treatment system is not operational, and updates
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to their larger sample experiments were not yet available at the time of publishing this
research.

Relevant Research
Research to reduce or eliminate PFAS from natural waters by UV-advanced
oxidation has shown negligible effects (Anumol, Dagnino, Vandervort, & Snyder, 2015).
Phillips et al. (2016) used UV/H2O2 in their AOP experiments. Advanced oxidation by UV,
in conjunction with hydrogen peroxide, creates hydroxyl radicals. However, UV/H2O2
advanced oxidation has been shown to transform precursor PFAS constituents into longer
chain PFCs (Anumol et al., 2015). Additional research has investigated whether treating
PFC-contaminated groundwater by UV advanced oxidation could potentially create a
pathway for fluorotelomer unsaturated carboxylic acids (FTUCAs) to transform into
perluorocarboxylic acids (PFCAs). PFCAs are potentially more bio-accumulative with
increased carbon chain length. Anumol et al. stated no intermediate product was found to
indicate a direct transformation from FTUCAs into PFCAs. The treatment train process
proposed may benefit from the absence of an intermediate transformation because the
potential to create unwanted longer chain PFCs could be reduced or eliminated.
Utilizing a treatment train approach to initially remove TOC via UV/H2O2 AOP,
followed by PFAS adsorption by GAC, had not been found in the literature at the time of
publishing this research. TOC removal from natural water by UV/H2O2 had shown a
62.15% reduction of initial TOC concentrations when batch conditions were optimized
(Rezaee et al., 2014). Natural groundwater mixed with high AFFF concentrations yield
much higher initial TOC concentrations. Experimental results indicated higher initial TOC
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concentration always resulted in lower TOC removal (Rezaee et al., 2014). One data gap
that exists in the literature is to identify the ratio of initial H2O2 concentration required to
maintain high efficiency of TOC removal. Further, the efficiency of PFAS removal by
GAC is a factor of water quality, carbon type, and contact time (Appleman, Dickenson,
Bellona, & Higgins, 2013b; Thompson et al., 2011).
A common method to experimentally test GAC is by the rapid small-scale column
test (RSSCT). RSSCTs were developed by Crittenden et al. to predict full-scale adsorbent
performance (Crittenden, Berrigan, & Hand, 1986a). The RSSCT is a model of a fixed bed
and can simulate months of full-scale systems in a matter of a few days. Additionally, the
bench-scale RSSCT was found to take only 4% of the time compared to researching a pilotscale set-up (Crittenden et al., 1986a). The RSSCT is modeled using mass transfer
principles. RSSCTs relate the pore and surface diffusion models, and scaling factors, to
represent full-scale system results (Crittenden et al., 1986a).
The variable RSSCT design parameter which affects the relationship between the
pore and surface diffusion, and the scaling factors is diffusivity. Diffusivity is essentially
the speed at which two different species will diffuse into each other. The RSSCT model
can be changed by selecting either partial diffusivity (PD) or constant diffusivity (CD),
which affects the scaling of the target organic intraparticle diffusion (Kempisty, 2014).
Kempisty suggests PD is used when it is desired that the model assume that the intraparticle
diffusivities are linearly proportional to the GAC size ratios. In contrast, CD is used when
it is desired that the model assume that intraparticle diffusivities are equal (Kempisty,
2014).
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Research has shown PD may work better for dissolved organic material, while CD
may work better for specific organic contaminants (Kempisty, 2014). Kempisty stated
using CD allows the model to assume variations in GAC particle size. Achieving the
correct distribution of GAC particle size is completed by grinding the carbon in a granite
mortar and pestle and then sieving it between two desired sizes.

Summary
This chapter discussed the general use of PFC products, such as AFFF, their
potential health impacts, and the treatment methods used to remove PFAS from the water.
The discussion on the widespread application and historical use by both military and
civilian communities showed how military bases and local communities are now dealing
with the clean-up of their impacted drinking water sources. Stockpiles of AFFF are still
owned by the DoD and if not entirely replaced and properly disposed of, they have the
potential to create future health exposures to human populations and the environment.
Treatment methods such as: AOP, RO, and GAC were reviewed to inform the methodology
this effort pursued. This review supported and influenced sound research objectives and
hypotheses for the treatment-train proposed.
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Chapter 3. Methodology
Chapter Overview
This chapter describes two separate methods used to gather data to support the
research questions and hypotheses. The first method, a UV/H2O2 AOP was used to
investigate the first research objectivewhether UV/H2O2 AOP reduces TOC in AFFF
contaminated groundwater. The second method utilized an RSSCT to investigate the
second research objectivewhether the UV/H2O2 AOP pretreatment affected the PFAS
GAC adsorption capacity. Each method will be described in a separate section, including
information about the materials used, the process methodology, material preparation, and
data analysis.

Advanced Oxidation Process
Water
Each test utilized five gallons of natural groundwater (INL, Idaho Falls) sourced
from a 500-ft deep well located on the grounds of the Idaho National Laboratory (INL).
The background water matrix is shown below in Table 3-1, adapted from Schmidt (2017).

pH
8.0

Table 3-1: INL Groundwater Properties
Free
Specific
Temperature Chlorine Turbidity Conductivity COD
(°F)
(mg/L)
(NTU)
(µs/cm)
(mg/L)
72
0.0
0.5
507
36
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TOC
(mg/L)
0.611

AFFF
The AFFF used throughout the research was 3M Light-Water™ (FC-203CF LightWater™) 3% AFFF (3M, Maplewood), ID# 98-0211-5618-1. This AFFF was packaged
and shipped to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in 1991. A sample of the AFFF was
analyzed and determined to have PFAS analyte concentrations given below in Table 3-2,
adapted from Schmidt (2017). The full-names of the PFAS analytes are referenced further
in the chapter in Table 3-5.

Table 3-2: Stock AFFF PFAS Analyte Concentrations

PFAS Analytes
PFBA
PFBS
PFHxS
PFHpA
PFHxA
PFOA
PFOS
PFPeA

Concentration, g/L
0.07
0.15
1.4
0.03
0.14
0.08
9.1
0.04

INL Groundwater/AFFF Prepared Solutions
Each experimental solution was prepared in the same manner as described below.
A 10-gallon sample tank was prepared by rinsing it with warm tap-water and wiping it with
paper towels until dry. Five gallons of INL groundwater were added to the clean water
tank. The water tank is translucent and is marked by half gallon increments on the outside
of the tank. The tank was filled by placing it on a level surface until the water level reached
the five-gallon line. A 10-mL glass pipette was used to measure and dispense 11.83 mL of
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the 3M Light-Water™ into the water tank. The tank was capped and shaken by hand for
one minute.

AOP Set-up
The AOP process combined UV with hydrogen peroxide. A process flow diagram
to show the path of the water flow is shown below in Figure 3-1. Hydrogen peroxide was
added directly into the tank in this flow scheme.

Figure 3-1: UV/H2O2 AOP Process Flow Diagram

The AOP system was designed and built to function as a mobile treatment process.
For this system, a laboratory cart was obtained to serve as the foundation. The cart was
modified from its original form through the addition of six circular holes of different
diameters. Each hole provided either a path for tubing to pass through or served as a support
for the equipment pieces required for the AOP system. The initial design schematic for the
UV/H2O2 AOP set-up is shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Initial Design Schematic for UV/H2O2 AOP Set-up

Materials Used
The AOP system was built with the following pieces of equipment: an Iwaki MD30RT-115NL (Iwaki, Holliston) transfer pump rated at 10 gallons per minute, a 20-inch
10-micron sediment water pre-filter (Pentek INC., Coraopolis), a VIQUA UV MAX Model
D4 254nm mercury lamp (VIQUA, Ontario) with a disinfection dose of 30 mJ/cm2 rated
at 9 gallons per minute, a 10-gallon water tank (US Plastic Corp., Lima) with an 1-inch
outlet and 8-inch screw lid, 15 feet of 5/8-inch PVC tubing (Lowes, Fairborn), and two
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quick-connect 3/4-inch water hose valves attached to a y-valve (Lowes, Fairborn), which
was connected to the tank’s 1-inch outlet. The final set-up is shown below in Figure 3-3
and Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-3: Actual UV/H2O2 AOP Set-up (back)
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Figure 3-4: Actual UV/H2O2 AOP Set-up Shown with Sample Port

This AOP system was designed to reduce total organic carbon (TOC) by oxidizing
the contaminated water. For the AOP system to oxidize the water, the system requires the
addition of a reagent for the UV light to interact withthus hopefully producing hydroxyl
radicals to oxidize organic carbon compounds in the water. The reagent used with this AOP
system was stock 30% hydrogen peroxide (Fisher Scientific, Hampton), which was diluted
to achieve various concentrations. The addition of hydrogen peroxide requires continuous
monitoring of the hydrogen peroxide concentration. A HACH Pocket Colorimeter™
Model II (PCII) (Hach, Loveland) was used to measure the hydrogen peroxide. The PCII
cannot directly measure hydrogen peroxide. However, a photometric method to determine
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hydrogen peroxide concentration, using known concentrations of N, N-Diethyl-pPhenylenediamine (DPD) (Hach, Loveland) and Horseradish Peroxidase (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis), was utilized by the EPA in previous research efforts (Phillips, 2016)(Phillips,
2016). The known concentrations of these reagents, mixed with the sample water, are
measured with the PCII. While not measuring free available chlorine (FAC), the output of
the PCII’s FAC method (which is based on a correlation to DPD) correlates with the
concentration of hydrogen peroxide in the solution. The FAC method is based on changes
in the DPD concentration via reaction of DPD with free chlorine. However, the DPD also
reacts with peroxide when catalyzed by horseradish peroxidase, so the PCII FAC reading
can be correlated with peroxide concentration.

PCII Calibration
A calibration curve was created to gain confidence in the precision and accuracy of
the hydrogen peroxide measurement. The calibration curve was built from five known
solutions with varying concentrations of hydrogen peroxide, which were prepared for
analysis by the PCII through the use of PCII’s FAC method. The PCII has two selectable
ranges to measure FAC; 0.022.0 mg/L in the low range and 0.18.0 mg/L in the high
range. This research exclusively used the PCII’s low range. Hydrogen peroxide
concentrations of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 1.9 mg/L were prepared to span the PCII’s low
range. To ensure a volume large enough to be pipetted by a µL pipette, an intermediate
dilution solution was prepared to achieve these five known concentrations accurately. A
volume of stock 30% H2O2 was diluted with deionized water to initially make a 500 mL of
a 500 mg/L solution. This 500 mg/L solution was then added to five different 100 mL
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beakerscontaining deionized waterin various volumes to prepare the five known
concentrations for the calibration curve. Table 3-3 below shows the volumes used to
prepare both the intermediate H2O2 solution and the five known solutions for the calibration
curve.
Table 3-3: PCII Prepared Solution Specifications for Calibration Curve
Target H2 O2
Stock 30% Deionized
Total
Concentration
Water
Solution
H2 O2
(mg/L)
(mL)
(mL)
(mL)
500
0.75
500
500.75

Target H2 O2
Concentration
(mg/L)
0.2
0.5
1.0
1.5
1.9

Prepared
500 mg/L
H2 O2
(µL)
40
100
200
300
380

Deionized
Water
(mL)
100
100
100
100
100

Total
Solution
(mL)
100.04
100.1
100.2
100.3
100.38

H2O2 Measurement
Measuring the H2O2 concentration with the PCII using the FAC method required
the sample contain < 1.0 mg/L H2O2 to correlate with the PCII’s 02 mg/L low-rang FAC
setting. Due to this requirement, the sample was diluted before being analyzed with the
PCII. A sample dilution of 0.85 mg/L was established as the standard dilution concentration
to target the middle of the calibration curve to increase the performance of the
measurement.
Measuring the H2O2 concentration with the PCII using the FAC method requires
the addition a horseradish peroxidase (POD) reagent. To prepare the POD reagent, 1.5 mg
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of horseradish peroxidase were weighed on a scale and added to 1.5 mL of deionized water
and vortexed in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. The POD reagent was stored in a
refrigerator for up to 30 days. After 30 days, a new tube of reagent was prepared in the
same manner.
The PCII FAC method uses a 1-in round plastic 10 mL sample cell with a 1 cm
pathlength. Two of such sample cells were used throughout this research. Ten mL of
deionized water was added to one sample cell and designated as the blank. The blank
sample cell is inserted into the PCII and zeroed. The blank is then read by pushing the Read
button to confirm the blank was reading 0 mg/L. The second sample cell was filled with
the required volume of sample water to achieve the established 0.85 mg/L H2O2
concentration. The sample volume added depended on each specific H2O2 concentration
being treated in the AOP reactor. A list of sample volumes for each of the tested
concentrations are included in Table 3-4 below. In each of the measurements, the sample
cell was first filled with the precise required volume of the sample. Deionized water was
then added using a squeeze bottle to fill the sample cell to the required 10 mL line marked
on the sample cell. While the table below lists the deionized sample cell volume
requirement, liquid transfer experimental uncertainties are expected to introduce small, but
present, variation in the measurement. The AOP test without H2O2 (0 mg/L H2O2) was not
required to be measured and therefore is not shown below in Table 3-4.
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Table 3-4: PCII Sample Cell Required Volumes
AOP Solution
H2O2
Target PCII H2O2
Concentration
Concentration
(mg/L)
34
100
250
500
1000

(mg/L)

0.85

Solution Sample
Volume

Deionized Sample
Cell Volume

(µL)
250
85
34
17
8.5

(mL)
9.75
9.92
9.97
9.98
9.99

Horseradish
Peroxidase Sample
Cell Volume
(µL)
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AOP Operation
The processes to complete each AOP test is described as follows:
1. Collect initial TOC/PFAS samples from prepared 5-gallon INL/AFFF solution.
2. Mix the solution in the AOP reactor with the UV off, and no H2O2. Collect TOC/PFAS
samples.
3. Turn on UV lamp, wait for all green indicator lights, mix for 10 minutes. Collect
TOC/PFAS samples.
4. Add required volume of stock 30% H2O2 to achieve the desired H2O2 concentration
(C H2O2). Mix for 10 minutes with the UV lamp off. Collect TOC/PFAS samples.
5. Turn on UV lamp, wait for all green indicator lights, mix for a designated UV contact
time (t). Measure tank H2O2 concentration every 30 minutes and add stock 30% H2O2 as
needed to return H2O2 concentration to starting H2O2 concentration. Collect TOC/PFAS
samples every 60 minutes.
A step-wise approach was used to assess the effectiveness of UV/H2O2 AOP in
reducing the TOC concentration in the water. To move to the GAC stage of treatment, it
was desired at least 20% TOC reduction was achieved. The 20% mark was desired to
conserve resources (lab analysis cost and time) required to conduct and analyze RSSCT
experiments.
Process #4 utilized the first step in the step-wise approach to determine a necessary
H2O2 concentration to achieve a 20% reduction in TOC.
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Once a suitable H2O2

concentration was known, the UV contact time (t) in process #5 was increased to achieved
further TOC degradation.
Rapid Small-Scale Column Test
RSSCT Set-up
RSSCTs analyze the performance of GAC adsorbent. Experimental design
parameters for the RSSCT include: type of GAC adsorbent, empty bed contact time
(EBCT), and whether to model a full-scale system using PD or CD (Jarvie et al., 2005).
This research used 80 x 200 sieved F600 GAC (United States standard sieve size), an EBCT
of nine minutes, and CD design. Treated GAC effluent was analyzed for concentrations of
PFOA and PFOS by a method described elsewhere (Schmidt, 2017) using fluorine-free
LC/MS-MS.

Materials Used
The RSSCT is a bench-top, flow-through method used to simulate full-scale (FS)
GAC water treatment requiring only a fraction of required samples, water, and time
compared to a FS unit. Using the concept of similitude, full scale GAC contactor operation
can be estimated and although not identical to FS operation, useful comparisons can be
made between RSSCT performance as a function of changing variables, such as; EBCT,
GAC type, and TOC concentrations. The RSSCT method required the following
components: [1/4-inch outer-diameter fluorine-free tubing, 3/16-inch inner-diameter
fluorine-free tubing; 5 valves; 0-100 psi pressure gauge, and various fittings (McMasterCarr, Cleveland)]; diaphragm micropump model 75211-70 with GAT23 gear set (Cole-
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Palmer, Vernon Hills); pressure pulse dampener model PD60LF (Fluid Metering, INC.,
Syosset); waste tank; graduated cylinder; 10-gallon water tank (US Plastic Corp., Lima);
and stock Calgon Filtrasorb® 600 12 x 40-sieve (US Standard Sieve) GAC (Calgon
Carbon, Moon Township), ground down to 80 x 200-sieve. A process flow diagram to
show the path of the water is shown below in Figure 3-5. The initial design schematic for
the RSSCT set-up is shown below in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-5: RSSCT Process Flow Diagram
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Figure 3-6: Initial Design Schematic for RSSCT Set-up

GAC Preparation
Size 80 x 200-sieve Calgon F600 GAC was required because it was identified from
previous research as performing the best to remove PFAS from AFFF contaminated water
(Schmidt, 2017). Size 80 x 200-sieve was used in the model calculations, which correlates
the bench-scale RSSCT to a full-scale treatment system. Approximately 40 grams of stock
12 x 40-sieve F600 GAC was poured into a six-inch polished granite mortar. The
accompanying polished granite pestle was used to grind the GAC. The GAC was then
transferred into the size 80-sieve with the size 200-sieve stacked below it. The sieve tool
was then gently shaken sideways back and forth to allow the GAC particles smaller than
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size 80-sieve to fall below. Any GAC particles smaller than size 200-sieve would pass
through to the bottom as waste.
The GAC particles remaining on top of the 80-sieve were returned to the mortar
and pestle. This process was repeated until the one-cup GAC supply was depleted. The
GAC between the 80 x 200-sieve was transferred into a 500-mL glass beaker. The GAC
was washed and decanted numerous times until all the fines were removed and only 80 x
200-sieve GAC remained. The test column was prepped by inserting a one-inch rolled glass
wool stopper in one end and capping it with Parafilm. Deionized water was used to
overflow the column from the other end.
A glass pipette was used to transfer the prepared GAC into the column until the
GAC in the column reached seven centimeters in height. A crescent wrench was used to
gently tap on the outside of the column to aid the packing and settling of the GAC. Tapping
the outside of the column was crucial to ensuring the GAC in the column did not compress
below the seven centimeters in height once the pressure from pumped water was applied.
The mass of the GAC used in Equation 2 was approximated using the formula shown below
in Equation 1.

𝐺𝐴𝐶 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝜌 𝐺𝐴𝐶 × 𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 × 𝐻 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛
Equation 1
Where:
ρ = 0.62density of F600 GAC (g/cm3)
A = 0.178inner column area (cm2)
H = 6.96height of GAC in column (cm)
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The full RSSCT set-up is shown below in Figure 3-7. A close-up of the prepared
GAC filled to seven centimeters in a column placed in the RSSCT is also shown below in
Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-7: Actual RSSCT Set-up
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Figure 3-8: Close-up View of RSSCT Test Column

Method
An Excel (Microsoft, Redmond) spreadsheet (Table A-1 in Appendix A) was used,
which included all calculations necessary to operate an RSSCT system. The spreadsheet
provided calculations for the flow rate, column height, gallons of water required, and total
bed volumes processed. The pump must be set to the flow specified in the spreadsheet after
all the initial conditions are set, which was 8 mL/min. The pump flow rate was sustained
at approximately 8 mL/min ± 1.0 mL/min throughout the duration of each test. The effluent
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sampling water point was used to measure the flow rate before each sample was collected.
The volume of the effluent water processed along with the time that passed in between
each sample was used to record the actual flow rate. The flow rate on the pump was then
increased or decreased depending on the measured flow rate result.
The data were analyzed by comparing the initial, or influent, concentration to the
effluent concentration. When C/Co = 1, the system has reached a full breakthrough. When
C/Co < 1, but greater than 0, the system has reached a breakthrough. To determine the GAC
capacitythe amount of PFAS removed per carbon unit massthe number of bed
volumes reached in the system without reaching breakthrough was used. Each bed volume
that passes through the GAC column, without reaching breakthrough, correlates to how
much PFAS is removed from the initial concentration. GAC capacities for each RSSCT
experiment were calculated by interpolating the data from the sample results equivalent to
a breakthrough of C/ C0 = 0.1, or from this point forward referenced as BV10. The GAC
capacity formula is shown below in Equation 2 (Clark, 2009). A Ce concentration equal to
10% of the influent concentration was used.

𝑞𝑒 =

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑚𝑔) (𝐶0 − 𝐶𝑒 ) ∙ 𝑉
=
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑔)
𝐶𝑐 ∙ 𝑉
Equation 2

Where:
qe = solid phase concentration
V = treated volume of water (L)
C0 = influent concentration (mg/L)
Ce = effluent concentration at BV10 (mg/L)
Cc = concentration of activated carbon (g/L)
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Another parameter widely used to describe the performance of GAC, is the GAC
use rate. The GAC use rate for PFAS was calculated with the formula below in Equation 3.

𝑚𝑔 𝐺𝐴𝐶

𝐺𝐴𝐶 𝑈𝑠𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 (

𝐿

)=

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝑔⁄𝐿 )
(𝑚𝑔⁄𝑔−𝐺𝐴𝐶 )

× 1000
Equation 3

TOC & PFAS Analysis
The EPA’s Test and Evaluation (T&E) Facility located in Cincinnati Ohio analyzed
all TOC samples, using EPA Method 415.3. Toxic organic carbon samples were collected
in pre-washed and dried 40 mL amber glass bottles. The TOC samples were filled to the
neck of the bottle, preserved with two drops (0.05 mL ea.) of phosphoric acid (H3PO4), and
refrigerated at 4°C with a holding time of 28 days.
All PFAS samples were analyzed at the EPA’s Andrew W. Breidenbach
Environmental Research Center (AWBERC), also located in Cincinnati. The EPA created
the method to analyze PFAS specifically for analysis of perfluorinated alkyl acids (PFAAs)
by a direct injection method using Ultra-High-Performance Liquid Chromatography
(UPLC)-Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS)" NRMRL-LRPCD-37-0. The list of PFAS
analytes analyzed with this method is listed below in Table 3-5. The PFAS samples were
collected in 1.5 mL centrifuge vials and stored at 4°C. The PFOS samples were analyzed
as their branched and linear configuration, and their individual concentrations were added
together to make up the total PFOS concentration in solution.
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Table 3-5: List of PFAS Analytes and their acronyms
PFAS Analytes
PFBA Perfluorobutanoic acid
PFBS
Perfluorobutane sulfonate
PFHxS Perfluorohexane sulfoante
PFHpA Perfluoroheptanoic acid
PFHxA Perfluorohexanoic acid
PFOA Perfluorooctanoic acid
PFOS Perfluorooctane sulfonate
PFPeA Perfluoropentanoic acid

Summary
This chapter discussed the two treatment processes used to make up the treatmenttrain designed to reduce PFAS in water. Further, the methods to conduct the supporting
tasks for each of the two research objectives were examined. The preliminary design and
final configuration of the AOP system were discussed. The operational parameters and
equipment to conduct pre-treatment using AOP were reviewed. Additionally, the material
and processes followed to test GAC adsorption capacity with RSSCT was outlined. The
processes laid out the chronological steps taken to answer the two stated questions and
hypotheses this research aimed to answer.
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Chapter 4. Analysis and Results

Chapter Overview
This chapter reviews and discusses the results of the AOP and RSSCT experiments.
The experiments provided the data to support the research hypotheses. The results will first
be reviewed and discussed to show UV/H2O2 AOP reduces TOC in AFFF contaminated
groundwater. Then the data will be reviewed to show how the UV/H2O2 AOP pretreatment
affected the PFAS GAC adsorption capacity. Each method’s results will be reviewed in
their section and supported with illustrations.

Preliminary set-up results
PCII calibration curve results
Once the five known H2O2 standards were prepared, their H2O2 concentrations were
measured with the PCII using the FAC method on the low range and recorded. Three
separate batches of known standards were prepared and measured. The results were used
to create the calibration curve and are shown below in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: PCII Calibration Curve Results
mg/L
Prepared H2 O2
Concentration
0.2
0.5
1
1.5
Test 1 Result
0.27
0.62
1.08
1.39
Test 2 Result
0.24
0.5
1
1.45
Test 3 Result
0.29
0.48
0.9
1.2
Tests Average 0.27
0.53
0.99
1.35
Standard Devation 0.03
0.08
0.09
0.13
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1.9
1.64
1.71
1.53
1.63
0.09

A linear trendline and its’ equation were plotted on the calibration curve shown
below in Figure 4-1. The equation’s R2 value of 0.9754 shows the trendline was a good fit
for the data. The trendline equation, y = 1.264  x – 0.1396, was used in all the AOP
experiments to correct the PCII measured value. The PCII measurement was input as the x
value, and the corrected H2O2 value was output as y and recorded. Generally, during the
AOP experiments, the H2O2 concentration would deplete with time and need to be reconcentrated to maintain the desired H2O2 concentration specific to each AOP experiment.
The corrected H2O2 value was used in another equation to determine how much additional
stock 30% H2O2 was required to bring the solution back to the desired H2O2 concertation
in the AOP reactor. A second set of known concentrations were prepared and tested after
the first four experiments were conducted, which confirmed the trendline equation was still
a good fit to use for the final four experiments.
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Figure 4-1: Hydrogen Peroxide Calibration Curve for Pocket Colorimeter II

PFOS and PFOA prepared tank concentrations
The average PFOS and PFOA concentrations were 4.74 mg/L and 0.042 mg/L,
respectively. Fluctuations in the initial concentrations may be attributed to a larger degree
to variance in lab analysis baselines, vigorousness of hand-shaking the tank, or dispensing
3M Light-Water™ without shaking the 3M Light-Water™ container, and to a lesser degree
to slight variations in the volume of INL groundwater used, as well as the volume of 3M
Light-Water™ dispensed. Appendix B includes data (Figure B-1 and Figure B-2) for the
eight initial PFOS and PFOA prepared concentrations versus the average overall PFOS and
PFOA concentration.
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TOC removal by UV/H2O2 AOP
The AOP experiments were conducted in two phases to answer the first research
question. The initial phase consisted of determining an H2O2 concentration which would
reduce TOC levels by at least 20% before further testing the GAC adsorption step with the
RSSCT.
Figure 4-2 shows the results of four two-hour tests conducted in phase one. The
first two H2O2 concentrations tested were 34 mg/L (copper circles) and 100 mg/L (darkgreen flags). The initial UV contact time was two hours. The first two tests resulted in 3.0%
and 4.4% TOC reduction, respectively. Since the 34 mg/L and 100 mg/L experiments
performed poorly, as compared to the 20% TOC reduction goal, two follow-on tests
increased H2O2 concentrations to 500 mg/L (gold x’s) and 1,000 mg/L (purple checks). UV
contact time was maintained at two hours. TOC reduction increased to 21% and 17%,
respectively. From Figure 4-2 below, it is shown the 500 mg/L and 1000 mg/L
concentrations of H2O2 reduced TOC at a faster rate and suggested TOC content would
probably continue to decrease with increased UV contact time. Using a concentration of
500 mg/L H2O2 was found to answer the first supporting taskfinding a concentration to
reduce TOC concentration in AFFF impacted groundwaterfor the first research
objective.
Figure 4-3 below shows the results of phase two of the study and addresses
Hypothesis #1. Phase two saw UV contact times increased to eight hours to improve upon
the results from the two-hour tests. The first H2O2 concentration tested for eight hours was
500 mg/L (light-green stars), because it performed similarly to the 1000 mg/L H2O2
concentration in the two-hour UV contact test. Increasing the UV contact time to eight
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hours reduced the TOC concentration by 98%. A 98% reduction corresponded to a final
TOC concentration of 2 mg/L. A second 500 mg/L eight-hour test (red raindrops) and an
initial 250 mg/L eight-hour test (blue triangle) were also conducted. Those results are also
shown in Figure 4-3. Achieving a further reduction of TOC from the first completed
supporting task answers the second supporting task for the first research objective.
Hypothesis #1 is confirmed because reaching 98% total reduction of TOC by using a
UV/H2O2 AOP system is 38% greater than hypothesized.
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Figure 4-2: TOC degradation of INL water with AFFF at various H2O2 concentrations using UV/H2O2 AOP for two continuous
hours
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Figure 4-3: TOC degradation of INL water with AFFF at various H2O2 concentrations using UV/H2O2 AOP for two and eight
continuous hours
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Results show the 500 mg/L test was repeatable, and the 250 mg/L H2O2
concentration performed as well as the 500 mg/L concentration. While determining the
optimal H2O2 concentration and UV contact time requires further work be determined
definitively, these results do suggest that lower H2O2 concentrations can achieve the same
performance A control test (gray plus sign)with no H2O2 added (0 mg/L H2O2)was
also conducted to ensure UV contact time was not independently responsible for the
significant degradation of TOC. While the results show a total TOC reduction of 16% after
8 hours’ treatment, 11% of the TOC removal took place within the first hour. The rate of
reduction beyond the first hour was too slow to be applicable in a real-world treatment unit
operation. Additionally, more experiments would have to be completed to determine if
increased UV contact time would further decrease the TOC concentration.
The data for all AOP experiments conducted are included in Table C-1Table C-8,
and Figure C-1Figure C-8 in Appendix C. The figures in Appendix C also show how well
the H2O2 concentrations were sustained through each test. Results are also discussed in the
next section on the impacts the AOP treatment had on the PFAS concentrations in the
solution.

PFAS removal by UV/H2O2 AOP
One disadvantage of pre-treating the PFAS contaminated water with an AOP
appears to be an increased concentration of both PFOA and PFOS, the constituents targeted
for removal. Figure 4-4 shows the PFOA concentration increasing by as much as 4-fold,
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while Figure 4-5 shows PFOS concentrations increasing by as much as 2.5 times the initial
concentration. The increase in the concentration of both PFOA and PFOS show
degradation to final concentrations (by AOP treatment alone) below their health advisory
limits is not possible, confirming Hypothesis #2. Although AFFF contains larger
concentrations of PFOA and PFOS, significant precursor content has also been found
(Anderson et al., 2016) and precursor transformation is suspected to be responsible for the
increase (Anumol et al., 2015). For example, the study by Anumol found that 6:2 FTUCA
and 8:2 FTUCA were transformed into 6-C PFCA (PFHxA) and 8-C PFCA (PFOA),
respectively, during various AOP treatments including a UV/H2O2 AOP (Anumol et al.,
2015).
From an operational standpoint, using less H2O2 would be ideal. Interestingly, at
half the H2O2 concentration of 500 mg/L, the 250 mg/L H2O2 concentration limits the
increase in the PFOA and PFOS concentrations 3 and 1.5 times less for PFOA and PFOS,
respectively. The 250 mg/L H2O2 concentration also maintains efficient overall TOC
reduction. The increased PFOA and PFOS concentrations provide an additional point of
emphasis to optimizing the AOP’s UV contact time and H2O2 concentration to limit this
increase.
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Figure 4-4: PFOA degradation of INL water with AFFF at various H2O2 concentrations using UV/H2O2 AOP
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Figure 4-5: PFOS degradation of INL groundwater with AFFF at various H2O2 concentrations using UV/H2O2 AOP
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Figure 4-6 below, plots the PFAS concentrations (C) divided by their initial
concentrations (C0) on the y-axis versus the number of treatment hours in the AOP reactor
is plotted on the x-axis. Figure 4-6 shows the perfluorohexanoic acid (PFHxA) increased
approximately 45-fold after undergoing eight hours of treatment in the AOP reactor. The
increase in PFHxA suggests other material is either breaking down or forming to make
PFHxA. Similarly, the PFOS concentration comprised of branched PFOS is shown to spike
in concentration between one and two treatment hours in the AOP reactor. Beyond the twohour treatment point, the branched PFOS concentration remains constant through eight
total hours of AOP treatment.
Generally, data normalized in C/ C0 plots do not indicate what a decrease or
increase means for the overall total concentration of an individual compound. However,
with health advisory limits set in the parts per trillion range, any increase or decrease is of
concern. These C/ C0 plots illustrate where potential issues might arise when using a
UV/H2O2 AOP system to pre-treat waters containing PFAS. It is important to recognize
the PFAS research area is still evolving, and the potential for further local, state, or federal
PFAS regulations is certainly something to be aware of.
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Figure 4-6: PFAS concentrations (050 C/Co) of INL groundwater with AFFF at various H2O2 concentrations using UV/H2O2
AOP highlighting PFHxA and branched PFOS
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Figure 4-7which displays Figure 4-6’s data zoomed in only to show
C/ C0 < 6shows the total overall PFOS increase is contributed primarily from the
increased branched PFOS concentration shown in Figure 4-6. Additionally, the other six
PFAS concentrations are represented. Both perfluorobutanoic acid (PFBA) and PFOA
initial concentrations increase on the order of 4 times. In contrast, perfluoropentanoic acid
(PFPeA), which has an initial non-detect concentration, is formed between the second and
third treatment hour, and ultimately increases to four times the concentration from the
second hour through the eighth treatment hour.
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Figure 4-7: PFAS concentrations (06 C/ C0) of INL groundwater with AFFF at various H2O2 concentrations using UV/H2O2
AOP
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Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 illustrate how the PFAS concentrations vary over a
treatment period of eight hours in the AOP reactor. However, Figure 4-8 through Figure
4-11 provide further insight into the mass of these PFAS concentrations. Since this research
only accounted for eight of the 240+ known PFAS to exist in AFFF and AFFF impacted
groundwater (Barzen-Hanson et al., 2017), it is not possible to complete a mass balance
for the entirety of PFAS constituents in the solution. However, results do show none of the
eight PFAS compounds in this research are decreasing in concentration of any significance.
The lack of PFAS degradation suggests other PFAS not being analyzed are breaking down
to form the eight that are being measured, or the oxidation of precursor material within the
INL groundwater or AFFF is attributable to their increase.
Other research has found between 41100 % of PFAS in historical AFFF by molar
mass are precursors (Houtz, Higgins, Field, & Sedlak, 2013). Houtz et al. (2013) found
AFFF introduced into the groundwater only accounted for 2328 % of total PFAS,
suggesting the precursor mass is converted over time after release into the environment.
Figure 4-8 also represents samples taken from each of the first three AOP steps,
described in the “AOP Operation” section within the methodology chapter. The first five
experiments (34, 100, 500, and 1000 mg/L H2O2 2-Hr tests, and 500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hr test)
differ from the last three tests (0, 250, and 500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hr tests), in that the first three
steps in the AOP process were omitted. At the time, only TOC results were being
considered from the AOP experiments. It was not until later that the PFAS concentrations
from the AOP experiments were plotted and evaluated.
Examining Figure 4-8 in detail, the change in PFAS concentrations can be
attributed to the sequence of AOP operational steps. First, between -30 minutes and -20
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minutes, the water is mixed in the AOP reactor. The decrease in PFAS concentrations are
most likely due to the water being well-mixed during the first few minutes, equally
distributing the concentration versus having areas of high and low concentration. Second,
between -20 minutes and -10 minutes the UV light is turned on for 10 minutes and the
water is mixed again. As shown in the literature review, UV light does not independently
degrade PFAS efficiently, and certainly not in < 10 minutes. Next, between -10 minutes
and 0 minutes, H2O2 is added and mixed for 10 minutes. The H2O2 by itself only slightly
decreases the PFAS concentrations. Finally, from 0 minutes through 120 minutes, the
PFHxA and PFOS concentrations start to increase. PFHxA and PFOS make up the two
largest masses of PFAS analyzed in the solution. Figure 4-9 through Figure 4-11 are
represented in a slightly different fashion than Figure 4-8. Figure 4-9 through Figure 4-11
show the same dip in PFAS concentrations before concentrations start to increase, most
likely due to mixing in the AOP reactor.
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Figure 4-8: PFAS Concentrations During the 500 (mg/L) H2O2 (2-Hr) AOP Test
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Figure 4-9: PFAS Concentrations During the 0 (mg/L) H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Test
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Figure 4-10: PFAS Concentrations During the 500 (mg/L) H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Test
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Figure 4-11: PFAS Concentrations During the 250 (mg/L) H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Test
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While Figure 4-8 through Figure 4-11 show each of the eight analyzed PFAS
concentrations in mg/L, it is worth exploring the variation between the 0, 250 and 500
mg/L H2O2 8-Hr tests for PFHxA, PFOA, PFOS, and PFPeA individually. Figure 4-12
through Figure 4-15 show the increase in concentration in mg/L compared to the change
in normalized concentrations C/C0. The individual plots for PFBA, PFBS, PFHxS, and
PFHpA were either not as significant, or did not account for a large percentage of the
overall mass in the solution. Plots for PFBA (Figure D-1), PFBS (Figure D-2), PFHxS
(Figure D-3), and PFHpA (Figure D-4) are available in Appendix D.
Figure 4-12 shows the PFHxA concentration in the 500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hr AOP test
reaches a concentration of approximately 3 mg/L after the first hour, which is 66% faster
than achieved in the 250 mg/L H2O2 8-Hr test. The two-hour difference suggests the 500
mg/L H2O2 concentration is more efficient in forming OH in the solution. However, both
concentrations appear to level off starting at approximately 5 hours of treatment. Further,
the final 250 mg/L H2O2 PFHxA concentration is within 6% of the final 500 mg/L H2O2
PFHxA concentration, suggesting the formation of additional PFHxA compounds in
solution may be limited by the concentration of other precursor materials.
Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 show PFOA and PFOS concentrations appear to
plateau between five and six hours of treatment. These results mirror the plateau of TOC
concentrations (Figure 4-3) after the same duration of treatment, suggesting once TOC is
significantly degraded or removed, the changes in the PFAS matrix become limited. The
plateau of PFOA and PFOS concentrations also suggests the AFFF is the main source of
the precursor material since it significantly raises TOC concentrations when added to the
INL groundwater, and once it is degraded, the PFAS matrix remains stable.
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Another interesting result to discuss is that of PFPeA. Figure 4-15 shows PFPeA is
not in the starting solution but is formed after four and two hours for 250 and 500 mg/L
H2O2 concentrations, respectively. Six of the eight PFAS tested resulted in higher final
concentrations when using 500 mg/L H2O2 versus 250 mg/L H2O2. The higher final
concentrations are an important result to acknowledge when considering which H2O2
concentrations to use in a full-scale treatment plant since the objective is to reduce or
eliminate PFAS from the final water. One last result to discuss from the AOP pre-treatment
step is PFPeA, which was the only PFAS analyte not to be influenced by the UV light
alone, suggesting hydroxyl radical oxidation may be part of the mechanism of formation.
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Figure 4-12: UV/H2O2 AOP PFHxA Concentrations at Various H2O2 Concentrations
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Figure 4-13: UV/H2O2 AOP PFOA Concentrations at Various H2O2 Concentrations
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Figure 4-14: UV/H2O2 AOP PFOS Concentrations at Various H2O2 Concentrations
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Figure 4-15: UV/H2O2 AOP PFPeA Concentrations at Various H2O2 Concentrations
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Effects of AOP pre-treatment on PFOS and PFOA GAC capacity
Adsorption of PFAS from AOP pre-treated water was investigated via RSSCTs to
answer Hypothesis #3; whether pretreatment with AOP increases PFAS GAC adsorption
capacity ≥ 60%. All tests were compared to Schmidt’s (2017) breakthrough curve, in which
no pre-treatment was implemented, and only PFOS data is available.

PFOS
Figure 4-16 contrasts data from this researcher’s first two completed RSSCTs with
Schmidt’s (2017) RSSCT PFOS data and addresses Hypothesis #3. Figure 4-16 supports
the second research objective’s first supporting task. Schmidt’s RSSCT showed 555 BVs
were processed before BV10 of PFOS occurred. Compared to Schmidt’s results, the 500
mg/L H2O2 two-hour test (gold x’s) extended the BV10 to 1,465 BVs. The 500 mg/L H2O2
two-hour BV10 is an increase of 910 BVs and a 264% increase over Schmidt’s (2017)
experiment. The 500 mg/L H2O2 two-hour curve suggests there is still competition for
adsorption sites between the PFOS and TOC, not unlike the results from Schmidt’s test
(black squares). However, the competition for adsorption sites seems only to take place
during the first 1,500 BVs, whereafter, the TOC concentration seems to have leveled out.
Competition for adsorption sites suggests TOC may still be fouling adsorption sites on the
GAC through the first 1,500 bed-volumes. In contrast, Schmidt’s (2017) TOC
breakthrough increases through 3,000 BVs, suggesting pre-treatment with AOP decreases
TOC loading of the GAC.
Also, in Figure 4-16 the first 500 mg/L H2O2 eight-hour RSSCT (light-green stars)
results show the BV10 occurred beyond the BV10 of the 500 mg/L H2O2 two-hour test.
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The BV10 for the 500 mg/L H2O2 eight-hour test was not captured because samples were
not collected at the necessary times to see the breakthrough. However, a sample was
collected at 1,999 BVs and BV10 of PFOS had not yet occurred. This shows an increase
of at least 534 BVs compared to the 500 mg/L H2O2 two-hour test. The next sample
following 1,999 BVs was collected at 7,009 BVs, at which approximately 35%
breakthrough had occurred. This test was later repeated to collect samples beyond 1,999
BVs to capture where BV10 occurs and is discussed following this discussion.
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Figure 4-16: PFOS RSSCT results for 9-minute EBCT with and without pre-AOP treatment of 2-hours
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Figure 4-17 below further supports Hypothesis #3, and represents the 500 mg/L
H2O2 and 250 mg/L H2O2 eight-hour RSSCT results and illustrates the advantage of
including the pre-treatment step. The PFOS RSSCT results for the 500 mg/L H2O2 (red
raindrops) and 250 mg/L H2O2 (blue triangles) eight-hour AOP RSSCTs further indicate
an increase in the GAC capacity to 4,463 BVs and 4,632 BVs, respectively, before 10%
PFOS breakthrough occurs. Further, the competition for adsorption sites between TOC and
PFOS appears to be mitigated by initially removing > 98% of the initial TOC concentration.
The UV/H2O2 AOP treatment resulting in a significant removal of TOC; compared
to Schmidt’s (2017) research without pre-treatment; TOC levels were 50 to 70 times lower
(< 2 mg/L compared to Schmidt’s 99.1 mg/L). The mechanics at work to achieve the
increased GAC capacity may be directly tied to the significant difference in influent
RSSCT TOC concentrations. That is to say, the attraction between TOC and the GAC is
similar to the attraction between PFAS and the GAC. The concentration gradient might
explain why TOC appears to be competitive with PFAS for adsorption sites without having
reduced influent RSSCT TOC concentrations, but still competes, to a lower degree, after
RSSCT TOC influent concentrations are reduced by 2543% (after pre-treatment using
500 mg/L H2O2 AOP for 2-hours). However, competition between TOC and PFAS for
adsorption sites appears to be eliminated when influent RSSCT TOC concentrations are
reduced by 98% (after pre-treatment using 250 mg/L H2O2 or 500 mg/L H2O2 AOP for 8hours).
These results above suggest the higher the reduction in TOC concentration, the
higher the increase in GAC capacity. However, even though the correlation seems to be
clear, it is still premature to conclude with complete confidence that the increased GAC
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capacity for PFOS removal is indeed due to decreased fouling from TOC. The reason is,
measured TOC concentration does not always reflect TOC adsorption onto GAC. That is,
decreased total TOC concentration does not necessarily mean decreased adsorption.
Depending on the nature of the specific TOC species present in a site-specific sample, TOC
adsorption could be very different at the same TOC concentration or even change with time
as compounds within the TOC undergo changes that affect adsorption.
In short, knowing the TOC concentration is not equivalent to understanding how
TOC will impact the competitive fraction of DOM in the matrix (Kempisty, 2014). DOM
includes a range of molecular sizes due to humic and non-humic substances, synthetic
organic compounds, and wastewater organic matter (Kennedy, 2013). However, one study
found consistent results showing humic substances with smaller molecular weights (MWs)
were adsorbed at a higher rate than those with larger MWs (Summers & Roberts, 1988).
In addition, water quality parameters that are expected to vary amount Summers
and Roberts found as the solution’s ionic strength increased, adsorption capacity on the
GAC increased due to the folding of some TOC constituents into smaller sizes, thus
increasing the GAC surface area available for adsorption. Ionic strength is expected to vary
significantly between different water (e.g., ground waters can range greater in their
hardness and relatedly ionic strength.)
The change in ionic strength will cause changes in local electrical fields that have
effects on the behavior of adjacent ions (Benjamin, 2015), which may explain the folding
of the compounds. Another study also found increased ionic strength increased GAC
adsorption capacity, but attributed the increase to compounds aggregating together, which
increased the sorption on the carbon surface (Al-Degs, El-Barghouthi, El-Sheikh, &
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Walker, 2008). Both Summers et al. and Al-Degs et al. provide compelling positions why
an increase in ionic strength would increase GAC capacity. Future studies involving more
specific DOM characterization, ionic strength considerations and other water quality
parameters such as pH, hardness, and alkalinity may help provide clarification on the exact
processes at work here.
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Figure 4-17: PFOS RSSCT results for 9-minute EBCT with and without pre-AOP treatment of 2 and 8-hours
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The varying GAC capacities for PFOS are shown below in Figure 4-18. The two
eight-hour tests averaged solid phase concentrations of 50.7 mg-PFOS/ g-GAC versus the twohour test which had 8.2 mg-PFOS/g-GAC versus the test with no pre-treatment having 2.7 mgPFOS/g-GAC.

The PFOS 500 mg/L H2O2 (red horizontal stripes) and 250 mg/L H2O2 (blue

vertical stripes) eight-hour AOP pre-treatment experiments show GAC capacity increased
by a factor of 19 (1800% increase) and 18 (1700% increase), respectively, versus the test
run with no AOP pretreatment (black solid bar). An increase of 1800% between pre-treated
waters, using a UV/H2O2 AOP system, compared to that of no pre-treatment supports
Hypothesis #3. However, Hypothesis #3 is not completely confirmed, as thus far, only an
increased GAC capacity for PFOS is confirmed.
Pretreating the impacted water eight-hours versus two-hours improved the PFOS
GAC capacity by an average factor of 6 (500% increase). The PFOS two-hour 500 mg/L
H2O2 AOP test (gold diagonal stripes) improved GAC capacity by a factor of 3 (200%
increase) when compared to equivalent non-AOP pre-treated experiments. Table 4-2 below
includes the data used to compute the GAC capacities for both PFOS and PFOA. The F600
GAC masscalculated using Equation 1was equal to 0.768 g.

Table 4-2: Breakthrough BVs and Initial Concentrations used for GAC Capacity
Calculation
BVs at BV10
PFOS

Test

Initial Concentration (mg/L)

PFOA

PFOS

Volume (L) Treated at BV10

PFOA

PFOS

PFOA

No AOP

555

NA

3.35

NA

0.69

NA

500 mg/L H2O2 (2-Hr)
500 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr)
250 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr)

1465
4463
4632

1103
3383
3597

3.85
8.08
7.29

0.06
0.21
0.15

1.81
5.53
5.73

1.37
4.19
4.45
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Figure 4-18: Calgon Filtrasorb ® F600 GAC Capacities for PFOS at different H2O2
concentrations and AOP treatment durations
Figure 4-19 below shows the calculated carbon use ratereferred to as ‘GAC use
rate’ in this paperfor PFOS. The GAC use rate is a term that expresses a required mass
of GAC to treat a given volume of water to a desired concentration. The GAC use rate is
expressed in mg-GAC/L of PFAS impacted water in this paper. A lower GAC use rate is
desired and is indicative of the GACs performance for the compound being treated. The
two eight-hour tests (250 mg/L and 500 mg/L H2O2) were averaged, which equaled 114
mg-GAC/L PFOS impacted groundwater; the two-hour test equaled 703 mg-GAC/L PFOS
impacted groundwater; the test without pre-treatment equaled 2129 mg-GAC/L PFOS
impacted groundwater. The PFOS 500 mg/L H2O2 (red horizontal stripes) and 250 mg/L
H2O2 (blue vertical stripes) eight-hour AOP pre-treatment experiments, when averaged
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together, show GAC use rate decreased by 95%, versus the test run with no AOP
pretreatment (black solid bar). Pretreating the impacted water eight-hours versus two-hours
decreased the PFOS GAC use rate by 67%. The PFOS two-hour 500 mg/L H2O2 AOP test
(gold diagonal stripes) decreased GAC use rate by 62% when compared to the equivalent
non-AOP pre-treated experiment.

Figure 4-19: Calgon Filtrasorb ® F600 GAC Use Rate for PFOS at different H2O2
concentrations and AOP treatment durations

PFOA
Figure 4-20 below represents the 500 mg/L H2O2 and 250 mg/L H2O2 eight-hour
RSSCT results and illustrates the advantage of including the pre-treatment step. As stated
previously, Schmidt’s data for his PFOA RSSCT was not available, so no comparison can
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be made to an RSSCT without AOP pre-treatment. However, data is compared to the PFOA
RSSCT data from this effort which underwent pre-treatment. Pre-treating the water using
the UV/H2O2 AOP with 500 mg/L H2O2 for two-hours (gold x’s) resulted in a BV10 at
1,103 BVs.
Similar to the PFOS curve, the PFOA data from the first 500 mg/L H2O2 eight-hour
RSSCT (data not shown) results did not capture breakthrough. Ten percent breakthrough
for the 500 mg/L H2O2 eight-hour test was not recorded because samples were not collected
at the necessary times to see the breakthrough. However, a sample was collected at 1,999
BVs and BV10 of PFOA had not yet occurred. This amounts to an increase of at least 534
BVs compared to the 500 mg/L H2O2 two-hour test. The next sample following 1,999 BVs
was collected at 7,009 BVs, at which 100% breakthrough had already occurred. This test
was later repeated to collect samples beyond 1,999 BVs to capture where BV10 occurs and
is discussed following this discussion.
The PFOA RSSCT results for the 500 mg/L H2O2 (red raindrops) and 250 mg/L
H2O2 (blue triangles) eight-hour AOP RSSCTs further indicate an increase in the GAC
capacity to approximately 3,383 BVs and 3,597 BVs, respectively, before BV10 PFOA
occurs.
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Figure 4-20: PFOA RSSCT results for 9-minute EBCT with and without pre-AOP treatment of 2 and 8-hours
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The varying GAC capacities for PFOA are shown below in Figure 4-21. Figure
4-21 supports the second research objective’s second supporting task and confirms
Hypothesis #3. GAC capacities were calculated by using the same method as described in
the PFOS discussion. The two eight-hour tests averaged 0.95 mg-PFOA/g-GAC versus the
two-hour test which equaled 0.1 mg-PFOA/g-GAC. The PFOA 500 mg/L H2O2 (red horizontal
stripes) and 250 mg/L H2O2 (blue vertical stripes) eight-hour AOP pre-treatment
experiments show GAC capacity increased by a factor of 11 (1000% increase) and 8 (700%
increase), respectively, versus the two-hour 500 mg/L H2O2 AOP test (gold diagonal
stripes).

Figure 4-21: Calgon Filtrasorb ® F600 GAC Capacities for PFOA at different H2O2
concentrations and AOP treatment durations
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Figure 4-22 below shows the calculated GAC use rate for PFOA. The two eighthour tests averaged 89 mg-GAC/L PFOA impacted groundwater versus the two-hour test
which equaled 803 mg-GAC/L PFOA impacted groundwater. The PFOA 500 mg/L H2O2
(red horizontal stripes) and 250 mg/L H2O2 (blue vertical stripes) eight-hour AOP pretreatment experiments show GAC use rate decreased by 89%, averaged, versus the twohour 500 mg/L H2O2 AOP test (gold diagonal stripes).

Figure 4-22: Calgon Filtrasorb ® F600 GAC Use Rate for PFOA at different H2O2
concentrations and AOP treatment durations
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Effects of AOP pre-treatment on other PFAS GAC capacities
Figure 4-23 shows the breakthrough plots for seven of the eight PFAS analyzed
during this research. Plots for PFPeA are not included in Figure 4-23 because the PFPeA
normalized concentration increases the x-axis to 11. The increase to 11 distorts the other
seven compounds which only need the x-axis to extend to 1.3. However, break through
plots for PFPeA are included in Appendix E (Figure E-1 and Figure E-2). The significance
of Figure 4-23 is that it shows all seven PFAS compounds for 250 (blue) and 500 (red)
mg/L H2O2 eight-hour AOP pre-treatment experiments have 10 and 50% breakthrough
points that are beyond the 500 mg/L H2O2 two-hour AOP pre-treatment test (gold)
breakthrough points. Increased breakthrough times is indicative of increased GAC
capacities for 8 of the 8 PFAS analyzed for in this effort.
It is also assumed the 250 and 500 mg/L H2O2 eight-hour PFAS results also have
10 and 50% breakthrough points that are beyond breakthrough points in experiments
without pre-treatment. The PFOS data from Figure 4-17 already shows this, and thus it is
likely that increased breakthrough might occur for other PFAS. Figure 4-24 through Figure
4-26 show the individual PFAS compound breakthrough curves for each of the experiments
described above.
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Figure 4-23: RSSCT Breakthrough Plots for 500 mg/L H2O2 (2-Hr) (gold) and 250 (blue) and 500 (red) mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP
Pre-Treatment Tests
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Figure 4-24: RSSCT Breakthrough Plot for 500 mg/L H2O2 (2-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test
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Figure 4-25: RSSCT Breakthrough Plot for 500 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test
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Figure 4-26: RSSCT Breakthrough Plot for 250 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter Overview
This chapter synthesizes the main findings from the literature review to the
experiments conducted for this thesis. After a thorough literature review, a methodology
was created to answer those research objectives and hypotheses. Chapter five seeks to
answer the two research objectives initially proposed and to accept or reject the three
hypotheses. The significance of this research will be discussed as it relates in general to
PFAS treatment in water and, more specifically, how enhanced treatment may be
implemented to provide more efficient remedial alternatives to the DoD.
Further, through the process of conducting experiments and analyzing results,
additional research questions and hypotheses were created. The methodology utilized for
this effort would need to be enhanceddue to limitations in the analysis of the samplesto
answer those new hypotheses. Future research may seek to answer these questions.
Research Objectives/Hypotheses Answered
Research Objective 1: Does UV/H2O2 AOP reduce TOC in AFFF contaminated
groundwater? Yes, this effort showed UV/H2O2 AOP does reduce total TOC
concentration in groundwater impacted by AFFF. Multiple combinations of H2O2 and UV
treatment times were tested.

Hypothesis #1 states the UV/H2O2 AOP will reduce TOC concentrations in AFFF
impacted water by ≥ 60%. The results from these combinations of tests showed a 250
mg/L H2O2 concentration undergoing UV treatment for 8 hours reduced TOC
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concentrations by > 98%. Since a reduction of TOC by 98% was achieved, and is ≥ 60%
even accounting for experimental error, Hypothesis #1 is accepted.

Additionally, Hypothesis #2 states the UV/H2O2 AOP will not independently degrade
PFOA or PFOS concentrations in AFFF impacted groundwater below their health advisory
limit (< 70 ppt). The final PFOA and PFOS concentrations increased by as much as 4-fold,
and 2.5-fold, respectively. Final concentrations of both PFOA and PFOS below their health
advisory limits after UV/H2O2 AOP treatment were not achieved; thus, we also accept
Hypothesis #2.

Research Objective 2: Does pretreatment with AOP affect PFAS GAC adsorption
capacity? Yes, this effort showed GAC capacity for both PFOA and PFOS compounds
were increased after pre-treatment using AOP reduced TOC concentrations by > 98%.

Hypothesis #3 states AOP pretreated water will increase the PFAS GAC capacity by
≥ 60%. Granular activated carbon capacity for PFOS was increased by 1800% versus
PFOS GAC capacity without pre-treatment. Granular activated carbon capacity for PFOA
was internally compared in this effort between the 2-hour and 8-hour pre-treatment times.
Granular activated carbon capacity for PFOA increased by as much as 1100% for the 8hour AOP test. The increases for both PFOA and PFOS were significantly above ≥ 60%;
thus, we also accept Hypothesis #3.
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Significance of Research
The DoD has a necessity to store > 500,000 gallons of either the new PFOS-free or
historical-blend AFFF formulas that meet the DoD MilSpec requirements for potential use
on real-world aircraft mishaps. Solutions that determine how to best capture and remediate
wastewater from sites where they are or were historically used are needed. The results from
this research focused on remediation, and the results have the potential to reduce cost and
increase the efficiency of commercially available GAC products typically used.
This research effort expanded upon other studies to investigate the effectiveness of
Calgon Filtrasorb® 600 GAC used to treat AFFF impacted wastewater. The knowledge
gained from this effort is one of only two known research efforts that sought the potential
to remove large (mg/L) concentrations from captured AFFF impacted groundwater. While
this effort conducted experiments solely on AFFF impacted waters with large
concentrations of TOC, the removal of TOC from natural waters (TOC ~1-4 mg/L) will
also improve GAC capacity. Therefore the proposed treatment train may also prove useful
for the larger problem of legacy contamination across hundreds of DoD sites with low
(µg/L or ng/L) PFAS concentrations.
Of additional significance, this research suggests by implementing a pre-treatment
step using UV/H2O2 AOP prior to filtering the impacted wastewater with GAC, the
efficiency of the GAC is substantially increased for other PFAS as well. While currently,
health advisories for only PFOS and PFOA have been specifically developed and
published, this research also achieved GAC capacity increases for all PFAS to include
shorter chain PFAS such as; PFBA, PFBS, PFHxA, PFHxS, and PFHpA. These shorter
chain PFASwhich are not excluded from the new Phos-Chek 3 AFFF formulasmay
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be of greater importance moving forward as more research and data is collected on PFAS
released from AFFF.
Recommendations for Future Research
Additional research is recommended to determine the optimal H2O2 concentration
and UV contact time during the AOP process. An optimized AOP pre-treatment process,
coupled with post GAC treatment, has the potential to scale-up to full-scale treatment
plants to remediate PFAS contamination from affected drinking water sources with greater
efficiency than currently employed methods.
Further, additional research is recommended to determine the characteristics of the
DOM in the INL groundwater, and the characteristics of the TOC once AFFF is in solution.
Knowing the composition of the DOM and TOC will aid in understanding how reducing
the TOC improves the adsorption of the PFAS compounds onto the GAC.
Finally, once the operational parameters of the UV/H2O2 AOP are optimized, it is
recommended to conduct a life-cycle cost analysis on implanting the proposed treatmenttrain. The UV/H2O2 AOP reactor increases the concentrations of some of the PFAS
compounds which will decrease some of the gains the pre-treatment step achieves. One
limitation realized during this effort was using a method that did not include results for
longer-chain PFAS such as; PFNA and PFNS. Results for PFNA and PFNS may indicate
whether longer-chain PFAS are breaking down to form PFOA and PFOS, or if the increase
of PFOA and PFOS is strictly related to pre-cursor material in the matrix. Lastly, by using
an additional treatment step, additional costs will be incurred; therefore, it should be
investigated to see the realized monetary return by implementing the treatment-train.
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Summary
A treatment train process was investigated to determine whether UV/H2O2 AOP
reduces TOC in AFFF contaminated groundwater and whether pretreatment with AOP
affects GAC adsorption capacity for PFAS. Results showed using UV/H2O2 AOP to pretreat impacted groundwater contaminated with AFFF reduce TOC from an initial
concentration of 99.1 mg/L to < 2 mg/L. TOC concentration reduction was accomplished
by using either a 250 or 500 mg/L H2O2 concentration and operating the UV/H2O2 AOP
for eight-hours. The UV/H2O2 AOP pre-treatment process improved GAC capacity for
PFOS from 3 mg-PFOS/g-GAC without pre-treatment up to > 52 mg-PFOS/g-GAC. Although not
calculated, breakthrough volumes for PFBA, PFBS, PFHxA, PFHxS, PFHpA, and PFOA
were all shown to increase as TOC concentrations decreased. Data for PFPeA was
inconclusive, but preliminary findings suggest PFPeA is formed only after two to three
hours of treatment in the AOP reactor.
Overall, the treatment train proposed and researched in this effort yielded
successful results, indicating GAC capacity increases could correspond to significant
operational savings and reduction in logistical complexities of removing PFAS from
wastewater.
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Appendix A: RSSCT Design Parameter Calculation Spreadsheet
Table A-1: RSSCT Design Parameter Calculation Spreadsheet

Manufacturer
Product
Type
Dry Bed Density, ρb
Bed Porosity, ε
Particle Porosity, εp
Approach
X
Upper Sieve Size (Large Scale)
Lower Sieve Size (Large Scale)
dp LC
EBCTLC
Hydraulic Loading Rate, v
ReLC

12
40
0.92
9.1
6.6
4.8

Upper Sieve Size (Small Scale)
Lower Sieve Size (Small Scale)
dp SC
RSSCT column diameter
Flow Rate
Hydraulic Loading Rate, vSC
Minimum HLR
Ideal HLR
Temperature, T

80
200
0.12
4.76
8.00
26.97
5.3
51
23

Small Column

Carbon

Column
1
Calgon
F600
Bituminous
0.62
0.38
0.5
CD
0.0

Large Column

RSSCT Design

units

design equation

g/cm3

Plant (.6) (origianl .43

Plant Specs
mm
min
m/hr

mm
mm
mL/min
m/hr
m/hr
m/hr
°C

Kinematic Viscosity, kv 9.34E-07
Density of Water, ρw
997.6

m2 /s
kg/m3

Dynamic Viscosity, dv 9.32E-03
Column Area, A
0.178
Aspect Ratio, AR
40
Scaling Factor, SF
7.67

g·cm-1 ·s-1
cm2

EBCTSC
Minimum ReSC
ReSC
Bed Volume, V
Bed Length, lSC
Mass GAC Required, MGAC

0.15
0.5
2.5
1.238
6.96
0.768
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Log mean; not to be
Plant EBCT

vSC=QSC/A

A=π·(DCSC)2 /4
AR=dp SC/DC
SF=dLC/dSC
2-X

min

EBCTSC=EBCTLC/SF

mL
cm
g

V=A·lSC
lSC=vSC·EBCTSC
MGAC=EBCTSC·QSC·ρb

Appendix B: Prepared PFOS and PFOA Initial Tank Concentrations

Figure B-1: Prepared Tank PFOS Initial Concentrations vs. Average

Figure B-2: Prepared Tank PFOA Initial Concentrations vs. Average
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Appendix C: UV/H2O2 AOP Individual TOC Test Data and Plots
Table C-1: 34 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP Test Data for TOC and PFAS
34 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP (6 Apr 17) (S)
Description

Time (min)

PFAS Sample ID

PFOS_Total (mg/L)

PFOA (mg/L)

TOC Sample ID

TOC (mg/L)

H2O2 Conc. (mg/L)

Initial INL/AFFF Conc.
INL/AFF Mixed
Mixed w/ UV ON
Mix w/ H2O2 (NO UV)
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2

0
-20
-10
0
3
10
20
40
60
90
120

2
3
4
*5,5b
6
7
8
9
*10,11
12
*13,14

3.09
1.83
1.65
1.34

0.0275
0.0255
0.0250
0.0258

S1, S2 1:10

96.498

S3 1:10

95.282

0
0
0
33
31
31
25
25
30
27
30

1.02
0.86

0.0268
0.0280

S4 1:10

92.42

S5,S5B 1:10

93.827

S6 1:10

96.272

S7 1:10

91.835

S8 1:10

92.688

S9 1:10

92.076

S10,S11 1:10

92.298

S12 1:10

91.523

S13,S14 1:10

90.99

PFOS C/Co

PFOA C/Co

TOC C/Co

1

1

0.76119403

1.038834951

0.641791045

1.087378641

1
1.026058597
0.978769437
0.987860637
0.981337994
0.983704051
0.975444169
0.969763501

Figure C-1: 34 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP Test TOC and H2O2 Plotted Data
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Table C-2: 100 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP Test Data for TOC and PFAS
100 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP (9 Jun 17) (C)
Description
Initial INL/AFFF Conc.
INL/AFF Mixed
Mixed w/ UV ON
Mix w/ H2O2 (NO UV)
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Settled (Not Mixed)

Time (min)
0
-20
-10
0
3
10
20
40
60
90
120
+28 Days

PFAS Sample ID
C16-1
C17-1
C18-1
*C19
C20
C21
C22
C23
*C24
C25
*C26
49-1

PFOS_Total (mg/L)
5.21
3.06
3.35
2.58

2.06
2.1
2.675

PFOA (mg/L)
0.0460
0.0375
0.0335
0.0328

0.0355
0.0405
0.0430

TOC Sample ID

TOC (mg/L)

16-1 1:10

107.88

17-1 1:10

96.766

18-1 1:10

97.177

19-1 1:10

98.005

20-1 1:10

98.423

21-1 1:10

97.983

22-1 1:10

97.116

23-1 1:10

100.741

24-1 1:10

97.173

25avg 1:10

95.889

26-1 1:10

93.647

H2O2 Conc. (mg/L)
0
0
0
107
110
101
95
100
85
97
92

PFOS C/Co

PFOA C/Co

TOC C/Co

1

1

0.798449612

1.083969466

0.813953488

1.236641221

1
1.004265089
0.999775522
0.990929034
1.027916943
0.991510637
0.978409265
0.955532881

Figure C-2: 100 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP Test TOC and H2O2 Plotted Data
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Table C-3: 500 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP Test Data for TOC and PFAS
500 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP (15 Jun 17) (E )
Description
Initial INL/AFFF Conc.
INL/AFF Mixed
Mixed w/ UV ON
Mix w/ H2O2 (NO UV)
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Settled (Not Mixed)

Time (min)
0
-20
-10
0
3
10
20
40
60
90
120
+22 Days

PFAS Sample ID
C27-1
C28-1
C29-1
*C30
C31
C32
C33
C34
*C35
C36
*C37
50-1

PFOS_Total (mg/L)
3.81
2.24
2.19
1.67

1.92
2.49
3.567

PFOA (mg/L)
0.0340
0.0355
0.0305
0.0353

0.0345
0.0433
0.0575

TOC Sample ID

TOC (mg/L)

27-1 1:10

93.569

28-1 1:10

94.919

29-1 1:10

95.458

30-1 1:10

93.328

31-1 1:10

94.977

32-1 1:10

93.747

33-1 1:10

93.172

34-1 1:10

88.158

35-1 1:10

85.88

36-1 1:10

79.468

37-1 1:10

73.837

H2O2 Conc. (mg/L)
0
0
0
519
540
505
480
583
540
469
505

PFOS C/Co

PFOA C/Co

TOC C/Co

1

1

1.149700599

0.978723404

1.491017964

1.226950355

1
1.017668867
1.004489542
0.998328476
0.944603977
0.92019544
0.851491514
0.791155923

Figure C-3: 500 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP Test TOC and H2O2 Plotted Data
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Table C-4: 1000 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP Test Data for TOC and PFAS
1000 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP (15 Jun 17) (F)
Description
Initial INL/AFFF Conc.
INL/AFF Mixed
Mixed w/ UV ON
Mix w/ H2O2 (NO UV)
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Settled (Not Mixed)

Time (min)
0
-20
-10
0
3
10
20
40
60
90
120
+22 Days

PFAS Sample ID
C38-1
C39-1
C40-1
*C41
C42
C43
C44
C45
*C46
C47
*C48
51-1

PFOS_Total (mg/L)
4.66
2.92
2.64
2.23

2.36
2.88
3.755

PFOA (mg/L)
0.0350
0.0325
0.0340
0.0340

0.0420
0.0485
0.0705

TOC Sample ID

TOC (mg/L)

38-1 1:10

106.794

39-1 1:10

97.826

40-1 1:10

98.551

41-1 1:10

89.054

42-1 1:10

90.396

43-1 1:10

87.236

44-1 1:10

91.549

45avg 1:10

85.908

46-1 1:10

83.806

47-1 1:10

77.768

48-1 1:10

73.967

H2O2 Conc. (mg/L)
0
0
0
909
945
995
1174
931
945
966
995

PFOS C/Co

PFOA C/Co

TOC C/Co

1

1

1.058295964

1.235294118

1.291479821

1.426470588

1
1.015069508
0.97958542
1.028016709
0.96467312
0.941069463
0.873267905
0.830585937

Figure C-4: 1000 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour AOP Test TOC and H2O2 Plotted Data
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Table C-5: 500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP Test Data for TOC and PFAS
500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP (16 Jul 17) (H)
Description
Initial INL/AFFF Conc.
INL/AFF Mixed
Mixed w/ UV ON
Mix w/ H2O2 (NO UV)
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2

Time (min)
0
-20
-10
0
60
120
180
240
300
330
360
420
480

PFAS Sample ID
56
57

PFOS_Total (mg/L)
3.339
2.329

PFOA (mg/L)
0.0305
0.0455

TOC Sample ID

TOC (mg/L)

56 1:10

107.288

57 1:10

99.553

58
59
60
61
62
63
64-A
64
65
66

1.8095
2.659
2.553
3.532
3.945
4.044
4.2555
4.278
4.5775
4.5075

0.0380
0.0455
0.0480
0.0623
0.0705
0.0675
0.0870
0.0825
0.0895
0.1055

58-A 1:10

93.317

59 1:10

85.136

60 1:10

68.905

61-A 1:10

49.765

62 1:10

29.756

63 1:10
64-A 1:10

18.291

65
66

3.4575

15.434

1.9752

H2O2 Conc. (mg/L)
0
0

PFOS C/Co

PFOA C/Co

TOC C/Co

490
440
462
433
397
397
390
347
319
347

1
1.469466704
1.410886985
1.95192042
2.180160265
2.234871511
2.351754628
2.364189002
2.529704338
2.491019619

1
1.197368421
1.263157895
1.638157895
1.855263158
1.776315789
2.289473684
2.171052632
2.355263158
2.776315789

1
0.912331087
0.738397077
0.533289754
0.318870088
0.196009302
0.16539323

Figure C-5: 500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP Test TOC and H2O2 Plotted Data
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0.037051127
0.021166561

Table C-6: #2 500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP Test Data for TOC and PFAS
500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP (15 Sep 17) (I)
Description
Initial INL/AFFF Conc.
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2

Time (min)
0
60
120
180
240
300
360
420
480

PFAS Sample ID
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

PFOS_Total (mg/L)
4.86
3.73
6.58
7.08
7.52
7.94
8.28
8.76
8.575

PFOA (mg/L)
0.0505
0.1785
0.1705
0.1540
0.1730
0.1940
0.2055
0.1990
0.2045

TOC Sample ID
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

TOC (mg/L)
102.281
73.847
58.184
35.78
22.482
12.542
4.4209
2.488
1.6152

H2O2 Conc. (mg/L)
447
461
469
462
390
354
383
362
383

PFOS C/Co
1
0.767393989
1.354466859
1.457492795
1.548888431
1.634520379
1.704199259
1.802902429
1.765129683

Figure C-6: #2 500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP Test TOC and H2O2 Plotted Data
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PFOA C/Co
1
3.534653465
3.376237624
3.04950495
3.425742574
3.841584158
4.069306931
3.940594059
4.04950495

TOC C/Co
1
0.722001154
0.568864207
0.349820592
0.21980622
0.12262297
0.043223082
0.024325143
0.015791789

Table C-7: 250 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP Test Data for TOC and PFAS
250 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP (17 Sep 17) (J)
Description
Initial INL/AFFF Conc.
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2

Time (min)
0
60
120
180
240
300
360
420
480

PFAS Sample ID
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

PFOS_Total (mg/L)
6.21
4.34
6.08
6.50
6.45
7.623
7.3935
7.502
7.954

PFOA (mg/L)
0.0545
0.1000
0.1140
0.1265
0.1460
0.1580
0.1475
0.1610
0.1600

TOC Sample ID
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

TOC (mg/L)
101.079
74.13
60.332
41.791
24.818
14.85
4.8949
2.4908
1.4398

H2O2 Conc. (mg/L)
0
299
249
213
195
188
188
149
163

PFOS C/Co
1
0.69991942
0.979774376
1.048106366
1.039000806
1.228525383
1.191539081
1.20902498
1.28186946

Figure C-7: 250 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP Test TOC and H2O2 Plotted Data
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PFOA C/Co
1
1.834862385
2.091743119
2.321100917
2.678899083
2.899082569
2.706422018
2.95412844
2.935779817

TOC C/Co
1
0.733386757
0.596879668
0.413448887
0.245530723
0.146914789
0.048426478
0.024642112
0.014244304

Table C-8: 0 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP Test Data for TOC and PFAS
0.00 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP (19 Sep 17) (K)
Description
Initial INL/AFFF Conc.
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2
Mix w/ UV & H2O2

Time (min)
0
60
120
180
240
300
360
420
480

PFAS Sample ID
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

PFOS_Total (mg/L)
6.75
5.31
5.85
5.99
6.51
6.40
6.6185
6.688
6.8645

PFOA (mg/L)
0.0590
0.0855
0.0970
0.1020
0.0990
0.0930
0.1000
0.1050
0.1025

TOC Sample ID
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

TOC (mg/L)
104.078
92.892
92.503
92.318
92.832
91.38
89.277
87.444
87.797

H2O2 Conc. (mg/L)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure C-8: 0 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour AOP Test TOC and H2O2 Plotted Data
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PFOS C/Co
1
0.78616911
0.866059529
0.886568932
0.964386199
0.947208648
0.980082926
0.990374648
1.01651118

PFOA C/Co
1
1.449152542
1.644067797
1.728813559
1.677966102
1.576271186
1.694915254
1.779661017
1.737288136

TOC C/Co
1
0.892522916
0.888785334
0.887007821
0.891946425
0.87799535
0.85778935
0.840177559
0.843569246

Appendix D: UV/H2O2 AOP Individual PFAS Test Plots

Figure D-1: UV/H2O2 AOP PFBA Concentrations at Various H2O2 Concentrations

Figure D-2: UV/H2O2 AOP PFBS Concentrations at Various H2O2 Concentrations
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Figure D-3: UV/H2O2 AOP PFHxS Concentrations at Various H2O2 Concentrations

Figure D-4: UV/H2O2 AOP PFHpA Concentrations at Various H2O2 Concentrations
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Appendix E: Individual RSSCT Data and Plots
Table E-1: RSSCT Data from Schmidt (2016) (No-AOP Pre-Treatment)

RSSCT (~DEC 16) - Lt Schmidt's Data

TOC Bed Volumes
0
39
243
470
689
1745
3367

TOC Sample ID TOC (mg/L)
99.13
A1
0.0
A2
3.400159
A3
11.47059665
A4
71.3736
A7
98.029657
A9
101.1126

PFOS BED Volumes
0
39
243
470
689
977
1293

PFOS Sample ID
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

PFOS (mg/L)
3.35
0
0.218739416
0.150998605
0.622681542
1.701862735
2.202410599

4381

A10

99.82391

1745

A7

2.763024206

10633

A12

99.52652

2199
3367
4381
10633

A8
A9
A10
A12

2.843111864
2.824091045
2.608855464
2.966246638

PFOA (mg/L) PFOS C/Co
PFOA C/Co
1
0.14
0
0.57
0.065295348
0.44
0.045074211
0.82
0.185875087
0.77849
0.508018727
0.74865
0.657436

0.80815

TOC C/Co
1
0
0.0343
0.115712667
0.72
0.9889
1.02

0.824783345

1.007

0.848690109
0.843012252
0.778762825
0.885446758

1.004

Table E-2: RSSCT Data for 500 mg/L H2O2 (2-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test
500 mg/L H2O2 2-Hour RSSCT (16 Jul 17)
mL processed
0
178
302
662
790
912
1049
1199
1286
1526
1765
1995
2234

Bed Volumes TOC Sample ID
0
67-A 1:10
143
68 1:10
244
69 1:10
533
70 1:10
637
71 1:10
735
72 1:10
846
73 1:10
967
74 1:10
1037
75 1:10
1230
76 1:10
1423
77 1:10
1608
78 1:10
1802
79 1:10

TOC (mg/L)
56.662
43.578
50.391
52.569
54.038
51.212
51.773
53.077
52.556
53.188
53.674
54.178
58.24

PFOS Sample ID
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

PFOS (mg/L)
3.8495
0.01
0.0015
0.0045
0.004
0
0.004
0.0135
0.046
0.163
0.3505
0.505
0.6775

PFOA (mg/L) PFOS C/Co
PFOA C/Co
TOC C/Co
0.06225
0.0015
0.002598
0.024096
0.769086866
0.0005
0.000390
0.008032
0.88932618
0.0015
0.001169
0.024096
0.927764639
0.0005
0.001039
0.008032
0.953690304
0.0010
0.000000
0.016064
0.903815608
0.0000
0.001039
0.000000
0.913716424
0.0028
0.003507
0.044177
0.936730084
0.0035
0.011950
0.056225
0.927535209
0.0115
0.042343
0.184739
0.938689069
0.0185
0.091051
0.297189
0.947266245
0.0205
0.131186
0.329317
0.956161096
0.0195
0.175997
0.313253
1.027849352

2519

2031

80-A 1:10

53.551

80

1.00475

0.0263

0.261008

0.421687

0.945095478

11279
13319

9096
10741

81 1:10
82-1 1:10

54.709
53.534

81
82

3.0125
2.9455

0.0535
0.0535

0.782569
0.765164

0.859438
0.859438

0.965532456
0.944795454
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Table E-3: RSSCT Data for 500 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test
500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour RSSCT (18 Jul 17)
mL processed
0
178
297
659
788
908
1037
1157
1246
1486
1725
1965
2199
2479
8691
11128

Bed Volumes TOC Sample ID
0
66
143
84
240
85
531
86
635
87
732
88
836
933
90
1005
1198
92
1391
1584
94
1773
1999
96
7009
97 1:10
8974
98 1:10

TOC (mg/L)
1.9752
2.0382
1.9912
1.9732
2.0056
2.123
2.0745
2.0928
2.1692
1.8841
4.528
4.221

PFOS Sample ID
66,66-2,82-2
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

PFOS (mg/L)
4.77
0.0055
0.005
0.0025
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.001
0.003
0.0025
0.03025
1.625
1.9605

PFOA (mg/L)
0.1040
0.0005
0.0010
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0005
0.0003
0.0005
0.0005
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0018
0.1115
0.0960

PFOS C/Co
0.001153
0.001048
0.000524
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000210
0.000629
0.000524
0.006342
0.340671
0.411006

PFOA C/Co
0.004808
0.009615
0.000000
0.000000
0.004808
0.004808
0.002404
0.004808
0.004808
0.000000
0.000000
0.004808
0.016827
1.072115
0.923077

TOC C/Co
1.031895504
1.008100446
0.998987444
1.015390846
1.074827866
1.05027339
1.059538275
1.098217902
0.953878088
2.292426083
2.136998785

*Bold Italic: Not Plotted-Persulfate reagent line clogged during run (invalid)

Table E-4: #2 RSSCT Data for 500 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test
#2 500 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour RSSCT (17 Sep 17)
mL processed

Bed Volumes TOC Sample ID
0
117
135
118
529
119
1772
120
1997
121
2222
122
2454
123
2959
124
3238
3987
125
5175
126
8439
127
10317
128
11364
129

TOC (mg/L)
1.7383
1.5105
1.6166
1.6191
1.5881
1.7197
1.7373
1.4788
1.8385
1.9974
1.7076
1.7186
1.6567

PFOS Sample ID
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
124B
125
126
127
128
129
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PFOS (mg/L)
8.084
0.019
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.177
1.752
5.531
6.405
6.341

PFOA (mg/L) PFOS C/Co
0.2145
1
0.0025
0.002350
0.0030
0.000619
0.0025
0.000371
0.0030
0.000186
0.0040
0.000186
0.0055
0.000124
0.0065
0.000247
0.0100
0.000124
0.0690
0.021833
0.1355
0.216724
0.2035
0.684191
0.2210
0.792244
0.2075
0.784327

PFOA C/Co
1
0.011655
0.013986
0.011655
0.013986
0.018648
0.025641
0.030303
0.046620
0.321678
0.631702
0.948718
1.030303
0.967366

TOC C/Co
1
0.868952425
0.92998907
0.931427257
0.913593741
0.989299891
0.999424725
0.850716217
1.057642524
1.149053673
0.982339067
0.988667089
0.953057585

Figure E-1: RSSCT Breakthrough Plot for 500 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test w/ PFPeA
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Table E-5: RSSCT Data for 250 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test

250 mg/L H2O2 8-Hour RSSCT (19 Sep 17)
mL processed

Bed Volumes TOC Sample ID
0
130
145
131
530
132
1026
133
1251
134
1501
135
1754
136
2012
137
2257
138
2510
139
2808
3021
140
3206
3447
4301
5436
8285
9944
11000

141
142
152
153
154

TOC (mg/L)
1.4744
1.4039
1.3632
1.4793
1.5026
1.4654
1.5935
1.7634
1.7397
1.8072

PFOS Sample ID
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
139B
140
140B

PFOS (mg/L)
7.285
0.005
0.002
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.001

1.9085

141

0.008

0.0085

1.7577
1.6174
1.5918
1.5526

141B
142
152
153
154

0.323
1.714
3.920
4.920
5.068

0.0460
0.0990
0.1450
0.1480
0.1590

1.6331
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PFOA (mg/L) PFOS C/Co
0.1510
1
0.0025
0.000686
0.0035
0.000206
0.0025
0.000000
0.0055
0.000137
0.0030
0.000069
0.0030
0.000137
0.0030
0.000206
0.0040
0.000000
0.0040
0.000206
0.0030
0.000000
0.0035
0.000000
0.0045
0.000137

PFOA C/Co
1
0.016556
0.023179
0.016556
0.036424
0.019868
0.019868
0.019868
0.026490
0.026490
0.019868
0.023179
0.029801

TOC C/Co
1
0.952183939
0.92457949
1.003323386
1.019126424
0.993895822
1.080778622
1.196011937
1.179937602
1.225718937
0
1.107637005
0

0.001098

0.056291

1.294424851

0.044338
0.235278
0.538023
0.675360
0.695676

0.304636
0.655629
0.960265
0.980132
1.052980

0
1.192145958
1.096988606
1.07962561
1.053038524

Figure E-2: RSSCT Breakthrough Plot for 250 mg/L H2O2 (8-Hr) AOP Pre-Treatment Test w/ PFPeA
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